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A TOOL OF LIQUOR
Law and Order League Necessary to
Solidify the Upholders of
Good Government.
Richmond, Ky., May 8.—Mayor
Clarence E. Woods tonight gave out
the following in response to the let-
ter of Mayor O'Bryan, of Owensboro,
in which the latter declined an invi-
tation to attend the coining law and
order convention lc Louisville.
Mayor's Office, Richtnopd, Ky.,
May 7, 107. --The Hon. W. M.
O'Bryan, Mayor, Owensboro; Ky.—
Dear Sir: I have read in the Courier-
Journal and Times of today an open
letter from you, spurning the inrita-
tion I sent you to attend a "Conven-
tion of Friends of Law and Order
Throughout Kentucky," at the Ma-
sonic TeMple, Louisville, Ky, May
14. You emphatically decline to have
anything to do with this convention
on five grounds, viz:
"First--A law and order movement'
can have no reason for existence in
any community unless that commun-
ity lacks the two primal elements
mentioned in the title of the pro-
posed organization.
"Second—There is plenty of law,
there are able and just judges to de-
fine it. and there are honest, consci-
oentious and upright executives to en-
fc•rce it.
''Third—There is no state in the
union or country under the sun where
the law is more- fully obeyed or more
rigidly enforced than in Kentucky."
Fourth—You say you "would blush
with shame if the impotation cast
upon us from the outside, that Ken-
tucky is the abode of lawlessness,
were proven to be true.'
Fifth—You "equally blush that any
set of men owing her allegiance and
hound in every way to defend her.
good name should make this accusa-
tion void of truth a. it is."
The Supreme Quesdon.
Generally speaking, you emphatic-
ally deny that there is any need
whatever in Kentucky of a quickening
of the public conscience, or for the
elimination of alse standards of duty
from the consciences of officials call-
ed to station as sacred as that of the
minister who officiates at the com-
munion ,table.
I -apprehend you are so blinded by
false state pride, and the horizon of
your vision is so ciwumscribed that
ran are unable to realize that the
scprenees question today, from Mar-
tha's Vineyard to Abe Ruef's San
Francisco, ,is the enforcement of the
You defense of -your state and
mine is all very well—away from
some', where "Kentucky whisky" and
Bloody Breathitt" are the greetings
you'll receive on every hand. Save
your blushes for your travels, and
you will weat crimson cheeks until
you return home. I spent two win-
ters at the Nation's capital and met
all classes of people, from every-
where. j wait anxious at first to say
I was from Kentucky, but I est tired
of being asked "How close do you
live to Breathitt coenty?" In offices
or drawing-rooms it as all the
same.
Kentucky is outliving her family
and political feuds, but she is far
from being the paragon you profess
1"to think she is.
Is Lebanon, the place of your birth
and mine, "lacking in the primal ele-
ments of law and order?" Lebanon
has a law and order league.
1, Somerset, the Humming Bee of
Soykft Kentucky, lacking in civi-
l. 
lizfr' She has a league to incul-
cate the majesty of la wand order.
Because Versailles, "the asparagus
bed of the uttiverae," has a law and
order -league you would brand her
officials as "weak, corrupt, or ineffic-
ient."
Richmond, Nicholasville, Harrods-
burg, Georgetown, Paris and scores
(Cestigeed on Page 'Sight.)
VOL. XXIV. NUMBER 0
STRUCK FINE PREPARE FOR
VEIN OF COAL EUROPEAN STAY
FIELD RICH WITH FUEL THAT
PADUCAHANS HAVE
FOUND.
PROFESSOR PAYNE WILL SHIP
HIS LIBRARY LAST OF
WEEK.
SELL ONE TRACK AND SAILS FROM NEW YORK
DEVELOP THE OTHER ABOUT MIDDLE OF JULY
MAYOR YEISER SOLD WINTER
HOME TO MR HENRY
GOCKEL.
Estate of the Late William Dicke
Preparing to Sell Tailoring
Establishment.
Colonel Joseph tRandall and his two
business associates have struck a fine
vein of coal upon the 2,800 acres of
mineral land they bought near White
Plains, Ky., and samples of it show
the coal to be of a very good quality.
Mrs Randall apd his partners have
bought an equally large tract of coal
land several miles froin the 2,800
acres, and the latter will be sold by
them in order that they can devote
'their entire attention to developing
the second field. • They have had
mining experts to go over both pieces
of gronnd thoroughly, and they be-
lieve they have underneath vast fields
of the finest coal obtainable. They
intend organizing a large company
and although heavily interested Mr.
rindall will continue managing the
tog.concern in which be and others
are laying out and building towns in
Oklahoma and the territory.
Mayor Sold Winter Home.
Mayor Yeiser has sold his winter
home on North Fourth between Jef-
ferann and afonroe streets to Mr.
Henry Goekel, the South Third street
baker, who will move his family into
the residence in about two weeks
From their present abode above his
establishment.
The mayor has been residing at his
suburban home in Arcadia for many
years during the summer months and
living at the North FoCrth street
place during the winter. The maip
reason he moved into the city during
the winter was because he had to at-
tend so many meetings at nigh., in
looking after the city's business that
he did not care to have to make the
long country trips back and forth
;luring the cold weather, but as he
goes out of office next January and
has retired from hominess, he will
probably hereafter live in his sum'-
met home the year around He has
several other handsome residences in
the city. however, and can occult,'
any of them he desire.; if he con-
cludes to live in town during the cold
weather.
His son-in-law, James Campbell.
Jr., starts works shoetly upon the
home he will erect 200 feet from. the
mayor's suburban residence.
' Sell Establishment.
The estate nf the late William
Dicke is preparing to sell the tailor-
ing establishment conducted by that
gentleman during life on Broadway
between Fifth and Sixth .,street'. It
will be sold piecenteal.
MAY STORM MAKES RECORD.
Present Rough Weather in Minne-
apolis is Latest Ever Known.
Minneapollo Minn, May 8—What
is probably the latest snowstorm of
any year in the history of this city
struck Minneapolis late th;s after-
noon, arriving from the northwest.
It was preceded by a cold and biting
wind.
Heavy Snow in Wisconsin.
N'ew Richmond, Wis., May 8 -
There was a heavy snowfall here this
afiernoon and tonight, accompanied
by a high wind. Two inches of snow
covers the ground.
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS
Meeting Will be Held Here May 31
by Them—New County School
Buildings.
Superintendent Samuel J. Billing-
ten of the county public schools, who
is president of the First Congres-
sional District Educat cia-
tion. has called a sess n for May 31
here of the county otmerintedents
composing the dist et league that
will work for bett ment of the
school system in eve respect.
New fellool buildings will be erect-
ed this summer for the Rossington,
New Hope, Cacii. and Woodville sec-
tisinyt:`-f They aso :all county schools.
CONDUCT FINAL
DRESS REHEARSAL
LAST ONE HELD THIS EVEN-
ING AT THE KEN-
TUCKY,
TOMORROW NIGHT PUBLIC
HAS A FEAST OF JOY
THE KALESOPHIC CLUB WILL
MEET TOMORROW WITH
MRS. RUDY.
Reunion to be Heki by Graduates of
the Clinton College Shortly--
News of Social Nature.
The final dress rehearsal of the
"Traveling Man" takes place tonight
at The Kentucky theatre and tornor-
fGW evening everything Will be in
perfect readiness for the perfomance,
which promises to be the best ever
given by local amateurs.
The sale of seats insures the larg-
est and most brilliant audience of
the season.
A number of new features have
been added the last few rehearsals
and some surprises are in store for
those that see the performance.
Mr. Woolfolk, on leaving Paducah,
will return to Louisville where he
will rewrite the play, adding more
dialogues, etc., putting it in shape for
professionals in order to be ready
to talk business with the managers
who intend to produce it next sea-
son. OM.
The author claims the talent he
has for the performance here is far
above the average and some of the
principals he only wished would
have their parts when the play is pro-
duced professionally.
Everybody is talking about the
songs in the show and they are al-
ready popular ill the city. "Dixie
Daisies,' "Nobody Smiles at Me,"
"Hunt& a Home on Easy Street."
"Saha'k Sarah," "The Reason We
Love," "Miss Hortense" and others
are sure to call forth many encores.
The Humane society and Charity
club are the two organizations under
whose auspices the play is presented,
and the women interested in the af-
fair have worked conscientiously and
are satisfied that from both an artis-
te and financial standpoint they will
have a success that they an. point
back to with much pride for years to
come.
The Kalesophie Club.
The Kalesophic club meets with
Mrs. -Henry Rudy of Kentucky av-
enue tomorrow morning, and the fol-
lowing program will be rendered:
1. Current Topics—Miss Yeiser.
2. Masterlinck, Life and Dramat c
Art—Mies Lulu Reed. •
Club Discussion—Monna Vanna.
3. French Actors and Actresses---
Rachel Bernhardt, Coquelin — Mrs.
Vernon Blythe.
Clinton Alumni.
The Register is requested by the
entertainment committee of the Clin-
ton, Ky., College Alumni association
to announce that all of the old stu-
dents of the college who reside in this
city and section, and who contem-
plate attending the reunion to be
given there May 17-23. should com-
municate with Professor Swayne,
president of the college, this week in
order that homes and entertainment
for them may be provided. :Quite a
number of the graduetes live in Pa-
ducah and vicinity and several will
part in the gathering.
Manual Training Address.
Quite a treat is in store for th
public of this city in the address to
be delivered at 2:30 o'clock Saturday
afternoon at Carnegie library by Pro-
Telsor W. F. Shortbridge, who is
superintendent of the manual training
department of the Cain public schools
He come here at instance of the Pa-
ducah Alumni associatiorts to lecture
'Ton manal training, and no admis-
sion whatever is charged to hear him.
He is well posted along this line
and will point out in a forcible man-
ner the many advantages secured
from the training system, to establish
which in the Paducah schools the











Rev. S. B. Moore's Wife Arrived Yes-
terday From St. Louis to
Visit Him.
Large congregations and excellent
discoureses are the satisfactory feat-
ures prevailent at the protracted
meeting being co ducted at the Third
street Methodist church, the house
being filled last night, while in the
afternoon upusually large audiences
for day servoes are noticeable.
Yesterday afternoon and last night
Rev. L. L. Picktt preached on
"Prayer" and lay stress upon the
great necessity for prayer under any
and all circumstances, speaking par-
ticularly regarding prayer in public,
family circles, private, etc., while he
urged submission at all times in this
respect devoid of argument. He
showed in many forcible ways the
numerous good results of praying and
his appeals and illustrations were
very touching.
Dr. Picket lras airranged for a
mammoth meeting for men only Sun-
day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, at
which time he talks on "The Devil's
Three Eyes." All men will be con-
diallywelcomed as something fine is
in store for them.
Episcopalian Council.
. Bishop Charles Woodcock will ar-
rive Saturday to preach dedication
ceremonies for the new baptistry at
Grace Episcopal church. Next Mon-
day he goes back to Louisville, ac-
companied by Rector David Wright,
both tel participate in the annual
council of the Protestant Episcopal
church diocese of Ketitfcicly, over
which the bishop presides. The gath-
ering will be participated in by large
delegations from over the entire state
and conducted in the church of the
Advent, of Baxter avenue and schero-
kee road. The session opens Tuesday
morning and doges Friday afternoon.
The first two days willobe devoted
to council business, while the Wo-
man's Auxiliary holds its annual
meeting Friday.
The program for the four days
is as follows:
Tuesday, May 14.
Evening Prayer-7:30 p. m.
Annual Sermon of thoo Council—




Celebrate!' of Holy Communion,
a. in, 
Immediately after this service the
council will organize for business ses-
sion. The bishop's address will fol-
low opon the organization of the
council.
Business session-2.3o to 4:30 p. m.
• --- Evening Prayer-7:30 p. m.
Thursday, May 16.
Celebration of Holy Communion_
7.30 a. in.
Morninj. Prayer -.9:3o a. m.
Business Session—to a, m.
Closing Service of the Oauitcil -8
p. m.
Addreeses on Sunday-school work
by the Rev. Charles L. Biggs. of Hen-
erson, and the Rev, William How-
rd Fallstier. of Louisville.
Friday, May 17.
Annual meeting of the Woman's
A u Jot lripa or sr-at.
e Communion—to a. m.
Business Session-11 a. m.
(a) Reports from parish branches.
(b) Annual election of officers.
Luncheon—t p.
Afternoon Session--2:3o p. m.
(a) Address by Miss Jblia C. Em-
ery, general secretary of the Wo-
man's Auxiliary.
(b) Informal conference with Miss
Emery on general Auxiliary topics.
enable there to strip
mt es of poles in a night. The com-
panies have lost thousands of dol-
lars worth of wire within the past
few' nadritho.... ss_ _
Minister's Wife,
Mrs. S. B. Moore,arrived yesterday
from St:touis to visit her husband,
Rev. Moore, the new pastor for the
First Christian chura, who resides
at Hotel Craig. He will not move
COL. POTTER HAS CHARGE
OF THE COMMENCEMENT
EXERCISES.
The Teachers Held the Last of Their
Monthly Literary Meetings
Tomorrow,
Professor E. G. Payne of the high
school is gradually making his ar-
rangements to depart for Germany,
where he will remain for two years
attending one of the leading univer-
sities of Liepsic. 1ft is now packing
his fine library, that contains many
vaitiable volumes, which he will ship
to his brother at Lamare, Ill., about
the last of this week.
VVfhen the schools close first of
next month he goes to Glasgow, Ky.,
his old home, for a short visit, and
returning -here goes to Buffalo on the
Knight Templar outing. From there
he proceeds to New York and sails
about July to He is receiving a vol-
ume of correspondence from the
trans-Atlantic steamship lines and
will engage his staeroom and passage
within the next week or two.
New Trustee.
Colonel Joseph E. Potter, who the
selroxd board freed to take the seat
vacated in the Second ward by Ashley
Robertson's' resignation, becomes
chairman of the committee having in
charge arrangements for the com-
mencement exercises to be conducted
next month at The Kentucky. Prepa-
rations for the affair had already been
started by Mr. Robertson, and Col.
Potter will take things up where his
predecessor left off.
As Mr. Robertson resigned after
the democrats of this city held the'r
primary and 'selected nominees for
different city offices, the city demo-
cratic committee will have to name
some candidate for this place. Col-
onel Potter was elected by the other
trustees to sit until the November
election, at which time the trustee
will be selected to sit for the re-
ma'nder of Mr. Robertson'e term,
which does not expire until January,
moo
Colonel Potter had informed the
toilette.; that he would not fill the
vacant ,seat, but as the board went
ellead and elected him over his pro-
test, he announced yesterday that he
would serve, if the trustees were so
anxious for him to.
Last Monthly Literary,
The teachers, of the public 'Schools
hold their last literary session to-
morrow afternoon at the Washingtpn
building on West Broadway, the
gathering to he presided over by Pro_
feserm- W. F. Johnson and study
made of the last chapter of the work
they have been pursuing since the
schools opened last September.
The teachers have conducted the
meetings monthly and they have
proven quite beneficial, a sthey study
'he improved methods of instruction
and other useful things in their edts-
rational work.
O'BRIEN KNOCKED
OUT IN 20TH ROUND
I es Angeles. Cal.. May 8.—Tommy
Burns won the title of heavyweight
champion of the world tonight by
knocking out Philadelphia Pia
CYBrien in the twentieth round. Both
men were in perfect condition an
the battle was a furious one.
WIRE THIEVES STRIP
POLES FOR MANY MILES
Telephone Companies Are Plundered
by Organized Band With
Wagons.
Hammond, Id., May 8—An organ-
ired hand of wire thieves supplied
with horses, and wagons are tapping
poles _belonging to the American Tel-
ephone& Telegraph company and the
Chicago Telephone company for
miles of copper wire. A ton of wire
was stolen from these companies be-
tween Hammond and Blue Island last
night. The thietes are believed to be




CHIEF OF POLICE THREATENS
TO ARM HIS MEN WITH
RIFLES.
TO SHOOT DOWN STRIKE
BREAKERS FROM THE CARS
ONLY ONE OF THE FOUR I
KILLED WAS CONNECTED 1
WITH COMPANY.
Labor Council Takes Action and
Appeals to the Several Unions
for Peace.
San Francisco, May 8.—While it
was thought today would prove
eventful with probably more blood-
shed, she day passed peacefully.
Of the four men killed in yester-
day's riot by the strike-breakers only
one was in anyway connected with
the traction companies, John ch-
anon, a cor repairer. The others ere r
James Walsh, To; teamster: Al
Palm, 25, cbaffeur. and Nathan Us-
see, 16, a messenger.
Both sides continue to hurl defiance
at each other and the trouble is not
ended by any means, judging from
the hard feelings which exist and
which were certainly not softened by t
the events of yesterday.
Both Sides Finn
"If he (Calhoun) keeps up his
present methods he will get his fill t
before the strike is over," says Cor-
nelius. the representative of the car ;
men.
"My company will spare no effort ,
to resume lawfully the operation of
its cars, but will fearlessly defend its
rights," says President Calhoun, of
the railroad.
The chief of police threatens to arm '
his men with rifles today and shoot
down strike-Isrealcers on the coot. k
patsy's cars while the railroad officials
announce that their men will protect t
themselves if attaciced with bricks
and missiles. Out of the twenty-six
men who fell wounded in yesterday's
fight one death is already reported, I
that 'if James Walsh. who was shot 11
through the head on Turk street, .1
near Eddy. Other deaths are expect-
ed as six others are in a serious con-
dition from their wounds. So far
the police alone occupied thg,,field, 1
but the militia are metier orders to
move at a moment's notice, while the
federal army authorities are keeping
in close touch with the situation,
ready for action if it is deemed neces- A
sary to invoke their aid.
It is hoped that the action of the
labor council taken at a general meet-
ing law night may serve to aid the
combined labor troubles which are
now bearing so heavily upon business
men amid the peace of the city. A
peace committee of eleven appointed
from the different industries will meet
a committee of she civic league this
afternoon to outline some plan to
meet the eravity of the present situa-
tion. This cociumitte will labor in
the interests of peace and bring what-
ever influence it can to hear for the t
purpose on the different labor unions.
In the meantime the comsat has is-
sued an appeal to all members of the
several minions urging peace.
The situation remains; tmehanged
in the other Industries in which a
strike has been declared
his family here for quite a while.
yet.
Willing Workers.
The Wiling Workers of the Evan-
gelical church meet . this afternoon
with Miss Olga List of South Fifth
!sear Adams strcet.
W. C. T. U. Meeting
The W. C. T. i.. will mcet this
afternoon at 3 o'clock in the lecture
room of the First baptist church.
Ascension Day.
Mass will be held at 7 and o o'clock
this morning at St. Francis de Sales
on -account of it being Ascension
Day.'.
Worship will be' conducted at Grace,
church also on account of this day.
KRUPP'S SECOND DAUGHTER.
Essen, Germany, May 8 —aarbarat
Krupp, second daughter ot time latef
Herr Krupp, the steel magnate, was I
married yesterday at the villa Huegef.
near here, to Barrel, Tito Wilmosid.
The couple will live at Bonn, where
the Baron is a government official. f
•
•
house today passed a bill prohibiting
agents of distillers and brewers from
/Obtaining dramehop licenses. The
senate passed a bill, which has already






The Carter anti-treating bill, pro-
tilt:siting the treating of liquor on the
!day of a general election' or primary.
Urea passed and will go to the goy-.
ernor for his signature.
THE STOVE MANUFAC
TURERS MEET.
New York, May E.—Leading stove
manufacturers of the country. mem-
bers of the National ,ssociation of
Stove manufacturers, gathered at the,
Motel Astor today for their thirty-
sixth annual convention. President
Walter P. Warren called the meet-
ing to order. The convention will be
in session several days, during which
time a number of topics of great in-




Middlesboro, Ky, May 8.--In a
pitched battle on Sugar Island creek
this Aunty. early today, John How-
ard and, Martin ,Green were killed
end Elanor Howard is said to have
been fatally shot. John and George
IGreeti were also badly wounded. The
fight was the result of 'an old feud.
John Howard lived in Clay cottlity
and is a relative of Jim Howard, mi-
lder conviction for the murder of Gov.
lGoebel.
"HEN'S EGG" HAIL
• *--• NEARLY KILLS GIRL.
Cassville, Mo., May ,Bee-
son, sixteen years old, was rendered
iunconscious yesterday by falling hail
and may die. At a late hour last
slight she was still unconscious. Ice
balls as large as hens' eggs fell to a
IdePth of two inches.
TRIAL FOR 1EUEDER OF
HIS OWN FATHER_
'Union City, May 7.—Circuit court
tor 10bion county convened here yes-
tertay with, Judge Joseph F. Jones
presiding. There will be several
;roues of importance tried at this term
of toms The case of the state of
Tennessee against Lee Holder,
gibarged with killing his father Rev.
_Balder, will be jrkd at this termt
ROHMAN WANTS $5,000
FOR BEING THROWN BY CAR
4SUIT.OF FREE! ROMAN AGAINST STREET CAR COMPA;NY
COMES UP TODAY IN THE CIRCUIT COURT—AFTER EVI-
DENCE WAS STARTED PLAINTIFF WITHDREW SUIT OF
HELSLEY AGAINST BREWE H. SCOTT SELECTED AS
TRUSTEE FOR W. R. HAYS' BANKRUPT ESTATE—DIFFER-
ENT COURTS.
Four suits are set for trial today
lbee the circuit court, they bing Fred
Boman vs. Paducah Traction com-
pany; R. Li. Bean vs. H. W. Ellis;
Lietchfield Lamp Manufacturing com-
pany is. Cora Peal; Maude Balthaser
'vs. Illinois Life Insurance company.
Fred Roman is the crippled cigar-
znaker and was trying to board a
street car at 'Fourth and Broadway
hut could not get safely aboard on
acount of the large crowd on the
platform, and when the car started
tap he was thrown to the ground and
painfully injured. He sues for $5,000
idamages.
H. W. Ellis clerked at R. L. Bean's
drug store last year and Bean sues
Ellis for $112.88 he claims Ellis took
from the store and appropriated to
his personal use.
Maud Balthaser is the widow of the
late J. K. Balthaser, who carried a
$2,000 We msurance policy in the
Illinois Life Insurance company. Af-
ter his .death the company refused to
pay the amount of the policy, and a
Suit is now brought to force pay-
ment.
The Lietchfield Lamp Manufactur-
company sues Cora Peal for money
claimed due for goods plaintiff sold
refendant, who owned the Rowland-
town drug store that was burned sev-
eral months ago.
Dismissed as Settled.
There was dismissed as settled the
snit of Connell-Douglas against the
McKinney Veneer and Package com-
pany. The plaintiff claimed th4 Pa-
ducah concern owed it money for
machinery furnished.
The court re-set for trial on the
"twenty-fourth day of the term the
litigation of Mary Hart against Felix
G. Rudolph, 't being over about $ss
worth of rent claimed due Rudolph
from the woman. The proceeding
was brought from the inarterly court.
Atter the jury had been empaneled
and much evidence taken the plaintiff
withdrew his suit in the case of John
Helsley against J. H. tBrewer. Hel-
sky is deputy organizer for this dis-
trict for the Woodman of the World,
while Brewer is the state' manager
organizer. Helsley was employed by
Brewer to get up new lodges, and
claimed Brewer owed him $547 for
his work.
C. C. Lee, A. Dossed and Eli G.
Boone were excused from the jury
and their places taken by J. E. Price,
Magnor and W. D. Helton.
The St. Louis Furniture Workers'
association was given judgment for
$114.50 against Garner Bros., it be-
ing money due for goods plaintiff
sold the Paducah firm.
The jury was wived in action
where E. R. Eaton sues J. B. Smith
for $scsa ciaerned due on a note, was
submitted to the judge for decision.
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
filed a report in the suit of George N.
Drewry against Henry Dunlap,show-
ing that property in Harris adition
had been sold for $44o.
The jury has now the suit where
Dr. D. J. Foster sues Maggie Over-
street for $150 claimed due for med-
ical serwices plaintiff rendered defend-
ant.
Judgment was given the First Na-
tional bank of Jackson, Tenn,against
John G. Riehlsopf for $1,43135, it
being borrowed money, the plaintii
loaned defendant.
Trustees Elected.
Yesterday a meeting was held at
the office of Referee Bagby of the
bankrupt court by the creditors of
Dr. W. R. ,Ilays, the druggist for-
merly of Seventh and Broadway, who
filed a petition in bankruptcy, two
weeks ago. The creditors selected lit.
H. Scott as trustee to have charge
of the Hays property while the
bankrupt estate is being wound up.
Administrator Qualified.
J. C. Pruitt qualified in di coun-
ty court yesterday as administrator
of the estate of his late Mother, Mrs.
Mary Pruitt.
BLOW AT LIQUOR MAKERS. I MASONS LAY CORNERSTONE.
Missouri House Forbids Dramshop Atlanta, Ga., May 8.—This was a
Licenses to Distillers' Agents. red-letter day in Masonic circles of
Georgia. It was the opening day of
Jefferson City, Mo., May 8—The 1 the annual conclove of the Georgia
Grand Commandery of Knight
Templar and also the occasion for
the laying of the cornerstone for
Atlanta's new Samoa, Masonic Tem-
ple. The ceremonies attending the
latter event took place this afternoon
in the presence of Masonic delega-
t;ons from all over Georgia and sev-
eral of the high officials of the order
from other parts of the country.
(rand Master Max Meyerhardt of
%pine officiated and the oration was
delivered by William H. , Norris,
grand master of Iowa.
FINDS S600 IN A TIN CAN.
Supposed Owner Being Dead, Dis-
coverer Gives Money to His
Heir.
Philadelphia. Pa., May R.--In an old
tin can buried deep in the soil San's-
net Garrett, of Thirty-fourth and
Ainslee streets. Falls of Schuylkill,
fourid nearly Vico in gold and green-
backs. s
With a pick and ahovel Garrett had
started to repair a fence in the back
yard of his property. He was digging
up a post when he reached a terra
cotta pipe, whictrlie dug out of the
ground.
Jti the pipe he foetid an old tomato
ean stuffed full of money. It con-
tained $16o in gold and $430-in green-
back*.
Mr. Ganrett learned that the money
had undoubtedly been buried by the
late Timothy Buckley, who formerly
occupied the house. Without any
hesitancy he carried the earths] of
money to a dairghter of Mr. Buckley,
Mrs. John F. Reardon, of •3510 Ainslee
street. Mrs. Reardon offered to share
the find with Mr. Garrett, but he re-
fused.
Elephants Taking Up Collections.
'Elephants take up the collection in
some of the Hindu temples. They go





Pastor of Methodist Church at Elk-
tan- Praises Them Highly.
Elkton, /Cy. May 8.—The Rev.
Foster, pastor of the M'. E. church
here, its a recent serntons paid a glow-
ing tribute to public school teachers
as the &est, faithful of public ser-
vant!. Ire said further that after
years of service that they should be
graduated with degrees just the same
as lawyer, or doctors, as their work
and distinctions justly merited.
SALOONKEEPER
CONTINUANCE
MITCHELL'S CASE WENT OVER
UNTIL TODAY IN
CPURT.
Warrant Against Kate Shaw Was
Filed Away, Woman Dismissed
—Police Court News.
W. M. Mitchell, the North Tenth
street saloonkeeper was before Judge
Cross in the police court yesterday
morning on the charge of keeping his
grogshop open last Sunday and sell-
ing liquor to suctomers. The pro-
ceeding was continued over until to-
day.
The 'warrant against Kate Shaw
alias Hite, was filed away. She iS
the woman who shot her sweetheart,
Bud Nance, through the head with a
revolver at the home of Ida Nard,
the negress, on the bank of Island
creek sevral weeks ago. The girl is
the only help for her invalid mother,
and the judge let her go. It is mir-
aculous that Nance was not mur-
dered.
Until Saturday was continued
the warrant charging George Lendler,
the river engineer, with stabbing
`Noah Stewart, colored, while the case
accusing Stewart of knocking Lend-
lee down with a chair was put off
until today.
The court dismissed the ease charg-
ing Ftd Yopp with permitting his
premiss to remain unclean.
Clint Riley, colored, was fined $so
and costs for whipping his wife.
Until today was postponed the case
charging time American Express com-
pany with letting a huge puddle of
water stand on the rear premises.
R. M. Clemens, colored, got a con-
tinuance until today. He is the negro
who. refused to get out of people's
way at Fourth and ,Broadway Sunday,
and as result Officer Shelby whacked
him a stiff one across the head, badly
cutting the scalp.
The disorderly conduct warrant
against Lige Taylor was put off Amid
today.
Alice Bolting was fined $20 for a
breach of the peace, and the assess-
ment then suspended pending her
good behavior.
Pete Beadles was dismissed and
Charles Love fined $3 for engaging
in a fight.
INTERST IN THE TSUKUGA.
‘Vashington, May 8.:--Naval officers
hereabout are manifesting a Neely in-
terest in the big Japanese armored
cruiser Tsukuga, which is due to
reach Hampton Roads today on a
visit to the Jamestown Exposition.
The Tstikuga was turned out from a
Japaneselthipyard by Japanese work-
men, complete and perfect in every
detail, within two years after her
keel was laid. Moreover the ship is
said to have a ',peed on natural draft
of about twenty-two knots, which




Orangeburg. S. C., May 8.—There
was a large and representative at-
tendance this morning at the opening
of the ninth annual convention of the
State Federation of Women's clubs in
the academy of music. Mayor Doyle
and Mrs. H. C. Wannamaker wel-
comed the visitors, for whom felic-
ions response was made by Mrs. R.
D. Wri'ght of Newberry. Mrs. A. F.
McKissick of Greenwood. president
of the federation, read her annual ad-
dress and report.; were presented by
other officers an dby committees.
Luncheon was served at Edisto ar-
mory by Paul McMichael chapter,
United Daughters of the Confederacy,
and at 2 o'clock the convntion reas-
sembled for business. An elaborate
musical program has been arranged
for this evening. The visitors are
loud in their praise of the elaborate
arrangements made for their enter-
tainment.
COUNTY BOOKS INVITE GRAFT
Report of Experts Scores Officials
at Davenport, Iowa.
Davenport, Iowa, May 8.—Lax and
carelese methods of keeping accounts
are charged against Scott county offi-
cials in the reports of experts who
have been investigating the county
books for the last two months. The
report says that while the examiners
found no evidence of "graft" the
methods of keeping books and ac-
counts "not only invited dishonesty
but afforded most excellent methods and most useful forms of human en-
of concealing it." des vor. With sal its abuse s—and
they are not a few—it remains true
that advertising is one of the greateat
of popular educators, and one of the
chief promoters of human happiness
apd prosperity. And there are yet
'Many ways in which it may be ex-
tended to the still greater benefit of
the world. No good reason exists
why the elturclies, the Sunday-schools
the missionary societies and other
agencies of good should not adver-
tise more than they do, and thus add
to their membership and their power
The Equitable Lie
Assurance Society
OF THE UNITED STATES
 PAUL MORTON Pt esident
OFFERS TO THE PUBLIC THE
New Standord Life Insurance
Policy
Prescribed by the New York state Law.
THE POLICY has been framed to insure to each policyholder: the fullest
protection, and every appropriate benefit.
It is UNCONTESTABLE and UNRESTRICTED after the first year.
DIVIDENDS are paid ANNUALLY. Liberal loan and surrender values are
wanted. Policy payable at maturity, either in CASH or INSTALLMENTS.
Or the money may be left with the Society at interest. Or the Insurance may
be converted into anannuity
THE COMPANY The financial strength of the Society; its promFbess
and liberal dealing with the public; its many reforms; the conservatism and
economy with which its affairs are administered, guarantee to Its policyholders
insurance that insures---protection that prot Ct





"THIS IS MY 47th BIRTHDAY.
James H. Barrie.
James Matthew Barrie, whose
stories and plays are popular through-
out the English speaking world, was
horn in Kirriemuir, N. B., May es
186o. His education was received at
Dumfries Ademy and at Edinburgh
University. He spent sveral years
in newspaper work in London and
then Caine the publication of his
first. novel, "Better Dead." The young
novelist leaped alino.t immediately
into fame. The public was charmed
with his cobinaticm of pathos, sim-
plicity and quaint honor. Other
works came from his pen and added
to his fame. Atuong them were
"When a , Man's Single," "My Lady
Nicotine." ''A Window in Thrunia."
and the best known of all, "The Little
Minister." His dramatic works, all
of which have met with as Much
success in America as in England. in-
clude "The Professor's Love Story,"
"Quality Street," "The Adimirable
Crichton," "Peter Pan" and "Alice
Sit-the-Fire."
MAY FESTIVAL CONCERTS
Ann Arbor, Mich., May fl.—The
fourteenth annual series of the May
festival concert's begin tonight in
University hall, and music lover, from
all parts o fate state are arriving.
There will he live concerts by the
choral union of aoo voice', the Theo-
dorc Thomas orchestra and some of
the most celebrated soloists in the
country.
The list of soloists includes Mane.
Schumannstleink. contralto; Campa-
nari, baritone; Mme. RidersKelsey.
• soprano; Janet Spencer. contralto;
Van Yorx, tenor; Edward Johnson,
tenor, and Herbert Witherspoon. bass
The big chorus will render "The Mes-
siah" and Saint-Saens' opera . of
"Sainson and Delilah."
Punishment Fits the Crime.
He (after the refusal): Had I 'been
aps your answer would have
1
 been quite differs-0" ,
She; Perhaps.
Tie: But poverty is
. She: Oh, yes, it is—and the pun-
, iskoneat is hard labor.—Ilustrated
Bits .„
no crime.
ADVERTPSE IN THE REGISTER
AND GET RESULTS.,
441,41
The Wonders of Advertising.
• Among the many marvels of 014
marvelous age • there is none more
striking and none more characteristic
than the art of' advertising, as devel-
oped in modern times. We talk much
about the wondSis of the telephone
,nd the phonograph, about the as-
tonishing expansion of railroads and
telegraphy, but here we have an, in-
dustry as remarkable for its extension
and as anything of man's, device in
any era of the world's history. When
there is brought into consideration
the vast amount of money expended
in advertising in, our clay, the novel
and ingenious methods enaployed and
the expert .kill and artistic talent en-
gaged in the busisesa, one day begin
to rea:ize what a wide field has been
opened here for come. of the highest
...
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in the comninnity. To it their ad-
vantages. aims aad benefits before the
public on a proper way and-form
would involve no - Mali of dignity or
presti,te. while it would almost cer-
tainly wider; their influence. The time
must come, too, a-hen the absurd code
which prohibits physicians and other
professional classes from advertising
themselves moat be aholis,hed, There
is no-hinge hilt a sentiment to pre-
vent it, and a very weak sentintent at
that.- it should he no more infra dig
for a i•hysician or a lawyer to seek
patients or client,: through the me-
dittm of print than it to for teachere,4
insorance men, real estate dealers or
She members of an other honorable
trade or calling.—Leslie's Weekly.
Cards Were Gone.
A certain venerable archdeacon en-
gaged as a new footman a welt-recorns
mended youth who had served as
stable boy. The ,firsi duty which he
was called lifoon to perform was to
accompany the archdeacon on a aeries
of formal calls.
"Briv the cards. Thomas, and
leave one at each house," ordered his
Iowa City. Iowa, May R.—Th7.—master. After two flours of 'Mani
list was exhausted.
Front hiatrs•e to 'house the archdeacon t iertyi f-ribgnhetnitt a: n na c o Associationn s. entt f
of 
on I woa
"Thidr is' the last home. Thomas,- began ,here today and will continue
he said; "leave two cards here." over tomorrow. The chief speakers
"Beggio' your pardon, sir." was the are to be Dr. Benjamin F. Raley •reply, "L Only the act 61 'of 'Lincoln, Neb., and Dr.. Rdial S.spades left."—ChicaTo Tribunle. Copeland of Ann Attire,. Slieh.
ROYAL ARCANUM
OF PENNSYLVANIA.
Scranton, Pa., Mao ft—Several !Hoi-
cked delegates front various parts of
the state filled the Y. M. C. A. •andi-
barium at o o'clock this morning when
the fifteenth biennial session of the
Pennsylvan!a Grand Council of the
Royal Arcanum was called to order.
Grand Regent Frank B. Wickersham
of Harrisburg presided and Grand
Orator John Gates, Jr., responded to
the official greetings. The convention
then took tip the regular order of
business. Liberal eine ointment has
teen provdad for tl.e members of the
grand council, many of whom are ac-
companied by their wives and fam-
ilies. The business of the convention
will be concluded tomorrow. The
reports of the several (afflict's show
the affairs of the order in Pennoiy1
vania to be in • a satisfactory con-
dition.
















- Women of Today
London, Engla9d, May 8.—The ins
.evigable has happ4ned; the Thaw trial
1." silt of the cattits - celebres of the
United States, has given birth to a
telling term—dementia Americana,
'It is always so. I have no doubt
that every word of our or any other
language has ever exploded into ex-
istence in the same way as the god-
dess of all words--,-Minerea—is said
to have been born. Vulcan, the pro-
found Greek myth says, lifted his
mighty anin and by one gigantic
stroke of his hammer he split open
the head of Jupiter; out of the gap
so made jumped forth Minerva.
Whenever people are deeply agi-
tated by a cause that stirs up the very
fundamentals of their being there is
always one man who strikes the feli-
citous, word that expresses ,the whole
situation in a term or two. The law-
yer of Mr. Thaw was well inspired;
he found the word.
People who have never traveled, or
who have done so after the manner
of their Gladstone hags, can hardly
imagine how varied and divergent the
several' nations are, not only in point
of occupations, dress, or amusements,
but also in respect of the causes apro-
pos of which they go mad. Madnes
has its geography, as its degrees.
Witere‘n Englishman remains calm
and callous, an. Irishman is next door
to insanity, and vice versa. The
Americans, high-strung to a degree,
show A mentality totally different
from that of the average European.
There is, to talk music, no legato in
their life. Everything is staccato
presti•simo. Hence, when they get
excited they can come only to a rapid
finale with a fearful crash. Their
ungovernable rage is neither a fig fire
nor a vast flood, but a volcanic erup-
tion.
Of the things that bring that Amer=lean volcano into fivictinn there is
eepecially one that skill seldom fail of
e(fect. I mean attacks nn their
women.
Worship of Women.
Every American has, in all truth
and sincerity, a deep-seated respect
for and a strong desire to worship
his aomenfolk. He is chivalrous and
invariably polite to them. He treats
every woman as U sae was a lady
born.
As has been remarked a hundred
times, the American gentleman is
quite satisfied to pile up money by
continuous and most worrying labor
in the office or factory, provided his
"missy," is thereby enabkd to give
receptions, to "da" Enrope, to be-
come a scholar, and to shine gener-
ally in society. It is quite true that
millions of American women are
working not as hard as do American
men,
This, however, does not impair the
generalization at all. Like all true
gerieralizationa, the present one com-
prises both the actual and the, po-
tential woman in America. Any one
of the hard-working American wo-
men would, as anon as her husband
made money enough to render her
persanal labor superfluous, at once
rise to the occasion. and shine—shine
in the parlor; at the theater, in the
watering places; while her husband
would continue to drudge for her
with a contented smile.
Men are in America not supposed
to interrupt the literary conversation
WEDDING
PRESENTS
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of the "ladies," On leaving Hun-
gary I first went to America, and
whets I saw the first American recep-
tion I found all the men standing
speechlessly, with arms folded on
their breast, in the back drawing room
while the ladies were briskly discuss-
ing Ernersen.
Aristocracy of the Nation.
Being tinder the liagyar delusion
that a man in society must be amia-
ble to women, I stepped among the
ladies and also talked Emerson A
few minutes later I overheard one of
the Americans remark to another:
"Has OA Johnny beer. hired for
that?"
The fact of the matter is that the.. 
womenin America form the aristoc-
racy of the nation.
'No people can be without an aris-
tocracy of some kind. With one, the
poets (brehons); with the other, the
soldiers.; with the third, the priests;
with the fourth the lawyer (rabbis),
etc., constitute what is really the dom
mating or socially supreme caste or
class. In the states, for reasons quite
patent, such a class could not grow
up from among men. But since it is
indispen-sibre, so all history proves, it
arose, perhaps for the first time,
among women in America. Already
the Greek-s, who thought, did, said,
or forefelt everything spoke of the
realm of the Amazons in Asia Minor.
Witte they not right?
If a sculptor, a great artist of our
time, was to represent in marble the
type of womanhood so characteristic-
ally embodied by the American wo-
man, %%hat better thing' could he do
than hew out of the finest Perttalic
marble an ideal Amazon? So great
is the domination of woman in the
states that I have no hesitation in
saying that her position, rights, activi-
oas_as short, that the woman ques-
tion is the most grave of all ques-
tions in America. In fact, this isthe
cardinal difference between Europe
and America.
This being so, one may readily im-
agine whither that powerful senti-
ment of every American man can
eventually drive him. When Thaw',
lawyer appealed to that feeling, and
with fine rhetoric called it the de-
mentia Americana he was conscious
of playing on the biggest organ of all
organs--on the rapturous enthusiasm
of a great and generous nation for
their noisiest ari•tocrats. Ile roused
thereby a Vendee, a Chouan senti-
ment of fierce loyalty; a real war of
roses, of one may Say so.
Best in the World. af
The Americans, incliv.drually, almost
In every ease men of yesterday, have
for that very reason a fanatic desire
for aristocratic atmosphere. In their
women, mostly beautiful, bright. %sell-
instructed, good talkers, and free and
easy compainons, they cannot but see
their betters their noble folk; and by
a slight extension of terms, the bet-
ters of the whole world.
An American critic, replying to
sore of my remarks on the American
woman, said, not without a sense of
truth: "Right you are, Doc; she is no
woman—she is ass angel." "Angel"
is perhaps faintly exaggerated, yet it
is true that she is to the Amercaq
what tl.e grande dame used to be td
the heavy burgess.
This explains the American man
will -eadily endure the domineering
tone If his women; why he gladly—
nay, proudly--submits to all their
whims, and even to their extrava-
gances. '
Nobility is not, as radicals imagine.
a thing of the Middle Ages and
ephemeral. It is a standing cate-
gory of human society; and the
American historically unable to pro-
duce European kinds of nobility. has
speedily invented a new one— the
aristocracy of women.
I3y that dementia Americans he
rites to toil day and night for his
quiek-apending wife, and by the same
force he throws up volcanoes to de-
stroy him who touches the Amazon
of America.. EMIL REICH.
KILLS SIX. fltf A
FIT OF INSANITY.
San Francisco Carpenter Runs Amuck
and Does Fearful Execution in
San Francisco, May 8.--Walter
Charley Davis, a carpenter, in a fit of
Insanity today shot and killed a fam-
ily of six persons with whom he re-
sided at ata. Pierre's; street, in this
city. The dead are: Orson R. Bush,
aged 57; hi, wife and their young son:
W. S. Bard, a carpenter, with rela-
tives in St. Louis and Denver; M. E.
Zinton, a purveyor, recently from New
York., and Mrs. Lillian D. Carothers.
an elderly woman who boarded in the
house. .
One lodger in the house 'escaped;
,he was a girl of 17. Davis pointed
his gun at her and was preparing to
shoot, when he said she resembled
his daug'hter, so he spared her life.
Davis and his victims all reside4
with the Bitola family, who conducted
a boarding house. Davis' home was
Farmersville, near Vizalia, this,
state,..a.liere' 'a wife and Six
children. He has been working here
as a carpenter since the fire.
The shooting was done with a
doublebarreled shotgun. Davis, who
slepti in the same room with young
Bush and Bard, arose shortly after
5 o'clock and, after arming himself
with the gun, shot his two room-
mates. Then he visited each room in
turn, killing the occupants.
The shots attracted a large crowd,
and a rush was made upon Davis as
he was attempting to reload this
weapon. He was overpowered and
turned over to the police and taken
to the detention ward of the hospital.
The bodies of his victims were
taken to the morgue. Davis fancied
that the people in the house had
formed a plot to kill him and take
his money.
BALK VICE LURE TO 61RLS
Women of Fifty-Six Clubs Plan Cni-
sade in Chicago.
chicago, May 8.—Five hundred wo-
men, representing fifty-six woman's
_club* øf tke.sity_i_and  one mere man-
possessed of an idea blithely gathered
at the Kull house yesterday for the
serious purpose of talking "trouble,"
and for five hours the grim topic was
overhauled from 'fifty different view-
points. It was variously set forth
in the speechmaking that the city is
so shackled with sundry elements
underlying the generic term "trouble"
that the fifty-six clubs and others
have their work cut out for therm till
greater Chicago shall be history. The
occasion was brought about by an
invitation 'fforn the Chicago Econo-
mics club to all the other clubs and
omen interested in "trouble."
Rev. George W. Gray, representing
the Forward club, made some start-
ling assertions dealing with the slums
drinking and gambling.
Exposes Vice Rule.
"Within a radius of three-quarters
of a mile of this very club house" he
said, "there are no less than 257
houses of ill fame. There are 1,700
young girls within the same bounds,
either harbored in these houses or
just as deeply fallen morally on, the
streets. The real work of women
wishing to do good needs no further
scope than these facts present and it
is a crying necessity for the women
of the city to give their untiring
efforts toward rescuing their fallen
sisters.'
Mrs. E. J. Murphy, on the same
question, advanced a specific method
of procedure for the purifying of the
city. She said in part: "It is a gen-
erally known fact that young country
girls who come to the city are the
most numerous victims to vice. Young
and pretty country girls should be
kept out of the city and the preven-
tive would in time amount to a cure
for the vice that now prevails."
Advises Eaarly Marriage.
'M'arry the pretty girls off at an
early age," said Miss Laura W.
Greene, who followed. 'There are al-
together tho many obstacles placed in
the way of young people contemplat-
ing matrimony in modern society.
These hindrances to domestic life
constitute the real pitfalls for the
youth of the cit."
Taking &Tact issue with the view
of Dr. Gray, it was asserted by Mrs.
Charles Friend that women's' work
should be directed elsewhere than
among the sodden victims of vice.
Mas. Lizzie Kehr, speaking next,
went further for the foundation of
evil. "The root of municipal evil."
she said, "lies in the innate selfish-
ness of humanity. Regeneration from
selfishness to fellowship and human
sympathy is the cure for the present
trouble."
Suffrage for women was the spirit
of Mrse. Shelby N. Singleton's ad-
dress.
BREWERS SEE THEIR DEFEAT
Anheuser-Busch Company Asks Per-
mission to Quit Kansas.
Topeka, Kas May 8 —The An-
lienaer-Busch Brewing association
this afternoon filed its answer in the
supreme court confessing judgment,
in ousters, offering to withdraw from
the state and pay all the costs in the
action.
The company asks that no receiver
be appointed for its property in this
state and that the injunction stand-
ing against the company be modified
to permit it to withdraw all its prop-
erty from the state. Tha compaay
denies that it has violated the injunc-
tions up to the present time.
The Anheuser-Busch company is
one of the foreign concerns against
which the attorney general recently
secured an tajittlatti preventing it
from doing business within the state.
When (receivers were appointed for
the proiserty in Kansas of nine other
brewers the Anheuser-Busch company
filed a motion to prevent the appoint-
ment of a receiver in its case and
after preliminary arguments the case
was set for final hearing on Friday
next.
A
GRAFT INQUIRY IS EXTENDED
Request of Committee on Pennsyl-
vania Capitol Granted.
Harrisburg. Pa., May 8.—The com-
mission which is investigating the
charge of extravagance and fraud in
the furnishiog of the new state capi-
tol made a preliminary report to the
legislature today in which it asked for
an extension of time. The report was
accepted and the request of the com-
mission grantetl.,......_ : 4 •-
HARRINGTON
ACQUITTED
HIS MOTHER SAYS IT WAS AN
ANSWER TO PRAYER.
Says God Will Do Justice in the End
—Judge Disagrees WithJurors
and Tells Them So.
'Memphis, May 8.—"Is this justice?
There is no justice here, but God is
just." So exclaimed Mrs. Shouse,
mother of Will.ian W. Shouse, when
the jurors in the criminal 'court yes-
terday reported their verdict acquit-
ting William N. Harrington of the
charge of murder in the first degree.
The scene in the court room was
dramatic to an extreme. Harrington
the acquitted slayer of Shouse, was
ceiving congratulations from his at-
torneys, mother, father, brothers, sis-
ters and friends, when the aged
mother of his victim rose from her
chair and in a hysterical manner
riti4a the exclamation quoted above.
After making the exclamation she
dropped to her chair as in she were
about to faint and was almost car-
tied from the court room by her two
daughters and surviving son, who
have beets constantly in attendance
at the trial with her.
The jury reported its verdict after
being out of the court room only
twenty-three mitrutes, and its action
came as a surprise to every one pres-
ent, even his attorneys, if their ex-
pressions when. the jury filed in cairn;
for anything The verdict was hand-
ed in by Foreman Marable and
read to the court by Deputy Clerk
John J. Mason.
As -he word "not" t -heard Ralph
Davis and J. W. Apperson clasped
the hands of their client and congrat-
ulated him on his escape from further
confinement or punishment for the
killing of Shouse.
Quickly his wife, father and mother
pressed to his side and added their
congratulations , showering his face
with kisses and clasping his hands.
His sisters and friends followed with
their congratulations and although
the court rapped for order the din
was such that no business could be
transacted until the. acquitted . man
and his friends and the mother of the
deceased and her family left the court
roam.
juge Moss turned his attention to
the jury, tellitig them frankly that he
was surprised at their verdict and that
he disagreed with them as to the guilt
of the defendant in the light of the




Forsyth, C,a . May 5 —T.eaders of
the Congregational Methodist church
Irons Maryland to Texas have round-
ed tip in Monroe county to hold a
general reunion and conference on the
site .where the denomination was or-
gani7ed in 0452 as an off-shoot of the
M. F. church. south. It was at the
home of Mickelberry Merritt several
miles faran here that the first meeting
of the church was held fifty-five years
ago Since that time it has steadily
grown irf numbers and influence and
now has a membership of nearly too,-
ono and upwards of 1,200 churches.
The leader, will take advantage of the
present conference to discuss plans
'for the rapid extension and enlarge-
ment of all work of the church.
MUSICAL CLUBS IN SESSION.
Memphis Tenn. May R.—The fifth
biennial convention of the National
Federation of Musical clubs opened
here today with a very large attend-
ance. Mrs, Charles Niles Grosvenor
deliagred the address of welcome and
Mrs. Julius Eugene Kirney, of Den-
ver. presidentof the federation, re-
spanded. after which the reports of
other officer, and of committees were
read.
A notable feature ,of the succeeding
sessions of the convention will be the
cnneerts to be given by the Beeth-
oven club and several notable soloists
including Mrs. Jessica De Wolfe, so-
prano, and Mme. Birdice Blye. pianiat
A DESCENDANT OF
PRES. JOHNSON WEDS.
Richmond, Va., May 8.—The wed-
ding of Mims Martha Linclateeet, ifte
only great-grand-daughter of Presi-
dent Andrew Johnson, and Robert
Willerthana of this city, took place
today. The bride is the grand-daugh-
ter of Mrs. Martha Patterson. damer-
ter of President Johnson and mis-
tress of the .white home daring his
administration.
Peace in the Orient.
(Youth's Companion.)
nne of the eharacterisitics of east-
ern peoples which makes life among
them hard for western conquerors is
their readiness to transform therrs-
selvea from fighting men into appar-
ently„tneek and humble non-combat-
ants when an overwhelming force of
soldier* cornea along. in Burma this
made much trouble for an English
column. wohse experiences are told
/iy the author of "A People at
School."
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OFFICE 306 B'WY PHONE1385
SALE
WALL PAPER
Read these Prices they will help
you make your bed rooms look
fresh and new. -
GET YOUR ORDERS IN BEFORE THE RUSH COMES ON.
8 cent wall paper going at  ,...ac per roll
To cent wall paper going at Sc per roll
ma cent wall peper going at toe per roll
ao-cent wall paper going at  15c per roll
All high grade papers in proportion. We have on hand a good






130 S. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH. KY
That was easy to see. When we went
out of town we were fired upon. We
thought reprisal necessary, and tried
it- but to retaliate you must have
some one to retaliate on. We saw
no one.
Day after day we marched over
barren hills and through straggling
villages and looked for foes. We
found only villagers. They tilled
their fields and looked upon us curi-
ously. When we asked where the
enemy was, they shook their heads
and said they knew of none.
"Where are the dacoits?" we asked.
"What are dacoits?" they answered
"Evil men with guns," we said.
They shook their heads. They were
all peaceful , cultivators, and knew
nothing of such things.
Thel we went on, and each peace-
fat cultivator unearthed his gun to
get a pot-shot at us.
la
Get a "Plate of Wheat."
Gustav H. Grimm, of Rutland. Vt.,
maple sugar expert, sys that the Controller H
arman A. Metz. , Ai1
yield of the famous Vermont product
this year will be the best in fifteen
years. He predicts that the figures
will show an average of four pounds
to a tree. Last season, which was
better than the three or four preced-
ing, the yield was a little more than
two pounds to a tree. Reports gads-
ered in 006 showed that about 5.000,-
000 trees were tapped, and that the
output was tr,000,000 pounds, so that





New York. May 8.—In connection,
with its annual meeting the civil ser-
vice reform association has arranges
for a notable dinner at the Hotel
Astor tonight. The scheduled speak..
ers include Secretary of the Interio•
James R. Garfield, ex-Mayor Caborne




1 TU REGISTER i and frost and hail to burn, 
afedicine
1
33 it ii li nun ti ii la ii U U it ii it /a
Hat did not care whether the south
wind whispered or no.
PUfLISHED BY THE 1 Where is Medicine Hat at that
Register Newspaper Company, may know it as the source of
(Incorporated.) 1 evil?—Henderson Journal.




OBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary
Entered at the Postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year SS-00
! Six Months  2.50
1 Three Months  2.25
1 One Week  ao
1
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the mutter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Thursday. Morning, May g, /907,
State Rights and Powers.
Nowadays the fashion of running to
Washington with every little griev-
ance; of asking congress for every
law desired to -regulate purely local
affairs; of requesting the president
to regulate family and school affairs
seems to be all prevailing. This is
true to such extent that the old An-
glo Saxon right of home-rule is in
danger of • being lost. With these
ideas prevalent the following editor-
ial from the St. 1.01113 Republic is
worthy of careful considerat on:
"It is increasingly apparent that
the question whether states are, or
are not, to retan the rights and pow-
ers reserved to them ip the constitu-
tion is to be a foremost issue next
year.
-The encroachments by the repub-
lican party on these rights make the
issue unavoidable. And as the tar-
diest of this year's legislatures ars
adjourning,, it is timely to take a
mental measure of the difference be-
tween what the country is and what
it would be if the laws governing the
daily life of the people, made by these,
legislatures, were absorbed into the
jurisdiction of the federal govern-
ment.
"Measures regulating the liquor
traffic, state and local taxation, the
protection of game, support of
schools, colleges and universities and
of elementary institutions, laws regu-
lating marriage and divorce, inheri-
tance and conveyance of property,
elections and a thousand others have
been dealt with by these legislatures
each in ways deemed best for the
state for which it has made the laws.
"These legislatures have made laws
providing for road buikling, laws de-
fining the relations of the state to
the corporations and to the municipal-
ities within it, laws relating to pub-
* and private wrong and for -the
re\tulation of local police.
"The tendency of the republican
Party at the present time is in the
direction of denying to the states the
right to govern themselves in their
awn way if that way happens not to.
suit the views or the convenience of
the ilominant party in Washington.
"In nearly every utterance Presi-
dent Roosevelt indicates a desire to
meddle in all state affairs that are
not conducted as he thinks they ought
•ta be. Fedaeal poliTicaT machines as-
sume to dictate and contra, the action
of state potitleal . contraptions. Step
by step reptiblic'an aggressitine upon
the tights and posters of the Itates
are growing into precedents to Sista),
atilt furtheragasutpations.
"The democratic pirty has through-
out its hiStery. ben the defender of
the rights of the states. It must next.
y9nr reaffirm ite championship of
ti*ni as a fundamental part of its
eitaterteeita •, a • •
g Where's Medicine Hat?e
What has the rest of the world
There is Medicine fiat at?
df that it needs must doff its cap
to. Medicine Hat, nursery of wind,
as eathlr an4.stigtiOV?
iil'hy do no salutations came from. ,
that iantir..of disturbance but such
RS re unwelcome, unseasonable and
ti rareious?
ei2 as'it has been said of Beother
Tairlianks that if b.e were to perspire
lies.vasilld 'ssisole lee water, so qt may
be 'said of Medicine Hat that if ita
were to smile it would cause earth-
(tunas!. ? . •
April h'as been censured; it bitte-
acted and it blew, it chilied our mar-
row and it choked our bronchial
tubes; it gave us more "humps" than
a thousand camels for very mean-
ness-and misery it was a breaker of
iallatec.Ordat _and, when May came
along; never was a month more wela
tome- 'May that was to prepare us
for hazy, lazy June, May---I
But Medicine Hat had a trick up





The people of America are now
being tola daily of the abandonment
cipf municipal oworership in England
and Scotland. these lies are being
sent out by a press, bureau in New
York operated in the interest of the
traction., telephone, water and het
corporations which prey upon our
people by means of public utility
franchises.
The facts concerning Glasgow's
abandeoment of her telephone system
are simply that Great Britain has
taken the telephone systems of the
United Kingdom 'under, the t e-
partnrent with the teIrtra—
af that nation.
While the so-called anti-municipal
ownerahip victory in London does not
mean the abandonment o fthat town's
system, of municipally owned tram-
ways (street railways) but is simply a
protest against the high taxes neces-
sary to the widening of the Strand and
the creation of the magnificent new
thorottehfares. 'Alwich and Kingsway
(streets of the aame nature as the
driveways, boulevards and parkways
of many of our cities) if these facts
contain any comfort, to the public
utility corporations we can only say
that they are welcome to it.
Private Ownership a Failure.
• 'A telegram from Grand Rapids,
Mich., says.: "Judge Willis P. Per-
kins in the circuit court today handed
down a final decree in the quo war-
rant° procedings brought by the
state attorney general 'against the
Grand Rapids Hyrdaulic company.
The decision sustans the attorney
general and wipes out the hydraulic
company as a corporation.
"The company is a private corpora-
tion operating a water works sys-
tem in competition with the city
water works. The stockholders and
bondholders are largely eastern peo-
ple."
here is a case of failure of private
ownership and where its owners were
forced out of business because they
could not compete with the plant
owned by, the city. Either the city
plant rendered better service or its
rates were cheaper, and the two cor-
poration organs can figure out which
was the cause of the failure. At
Owensboro the prospects are that the
private plant 'here will have to suc-
cumb to competition of the plant
owned by the city. Every inuni-
cipally owned plant seems to be a
grand success.
The contest between James K.
Vardaman and John Sharpe Williams
for senatorial honors waxes
The issue between these two
guished Mississippians is the





liams hold the stme constitution of
ago has solved the negro voting
problem by its educational qualifica-
Goo Vardaman holds that educa-
tional qualifications are only tempo-
rary makeshifts; and the people of
the United States should understand
that the question is lint one of prop;
erty or education, but of race.
linzle Sant is having trouble in se-
curing names for his new battleships
owing to his custom of naming them
for the states. We sussgest the ad-
mission of Oklahoma, the Indian
Territory, Arizona and New Mexico
separately. Then Texas has the right
under Ise annexation treaty to carve
five new states out of its territory.
If these do not suffice, the Old
ChiCkasaw country might be detached
front Mississippi, Tennessee and
Kentucky -nn-d- ei crt-rd into a -StOtr"
that would be an honor to the sister-
hood.
Lottery Franchise Woods is now
. the ranking major-genera/ of the
United States army. He has risen
Irons assistant surgeon, rank of cap-
's* to the sacond in command of
our army in nine years. Hi, known
service consists of acting as Teddy's
stalking horse as colonel of the
Rongh frd• ers, and the granting of agamblir 
;monopoly to the Jai Alai.
In return for the first he has received
his present army rank; for the second
he was presented with a $25,000 silver
service.
dimnigration is good or bad for a
comanunity-exactly as the immigrants
a
•
# TODAY IN HISTORY.
May 9.
1502—Columbus called on his fourth
voyage to the ?slew World.
1645—alontrose defeated the Cove-
nanters at battle of Auldean.
1671—Col. Thomas Blood made a dar-
ing attempt to steal the Crown
jewels from the Tower of Lon-
don.
1797—Walter Colton, who made the
first public announcement of
the discovery of gold in Cali-
fornia, born in Rutland, Vt.
Died Panuary 22, stist.
1763—The Indian chief Pontiac began
his blo ade of Detroit.
178I—The Spaniards captured Pensa-
cola, Folrida, from the 13otish.
1843—Hugh S. Legare of South Caro-
lina became secretary of state.
1853—First transatlantic steamer ar-
rived at Quebec.
S?—Sheridan's famous raid com-
menced.
1894—Several villages destroyed and
11,000 lives lost by earthquake
in Venezuela.
are gbod or bad. Our section needs
all of the good citizens it can induce
to come to us; but bad citizens are
not desirable additions to any com-
munity. Invite the good to come and
the bad to remain where they are.
lAnxious Inquirer—We assure you
the propsed Law and Order League
is not revamped white cap organiza-
tion. But it is simply an attempt to
combine the good people of our state
in order to give aid to officers in en-
forcing law.
The St. Louis Republic is pleased
with work of the extra session of the
Missouri legislature in stopping race
track gambling in that state.
Vice often wears the garb of vir-
tue but virtue never masquerades in
the robe of vice.
Most men are weak, few are wholly
evil; none perfect.
MORE STATES NEEDED.
For Which to Name the American
Battleships. _
Washington, May 6.—President
Roosevelt has under consideration the
naming of the battleships of the
Dreadnaught type, for which, con-
tracts will soon be awarded. , The
ships will be given names of the
states according to custom. Most of
the states have been honored already,,
but there remain Delaware, Utah,
North Dakota and New York. that
have no war vessels named for them.
New York is eliminated for the rea-
son that there is an armored cruiser
named for the city of New York.
When Oklahoma qualifies as a state
it will give the navy department one
additional name to draw upon. Whilc
no action was taken today, it is
thought likely that Delaware, the sec-
ond smallest state in the union, will
be honored by having one of the
g4eatest tattleshkpm namesd ilor it
and that Utah will be the other state
to be so honored. An effort has been
made -to induce the president to
authorize the renaming of the cruiser
New York and to call one of the new
battleships after that state, but it is
not probable that the movement will
succeed. Eventually the war vessels
of types smaller than battleships of
the first class must be renamed :f
the present plan is carried out.
REUNION DELEGATES.
James T. Walbert Camp of Veterans
Selected Paducah', Repre-
sentatives.
Meseta Joseph fs. Potter, B. H.
Scott, James Koger and W. ft Pat-
terson have been selected by the
James T. Walbert camp of Confed-
erate Veterans as Paducah's dege-
gates to the national reunion at
Richmond, Va., May 30 The alter-
nates named were Mr. Haiky James
—Lash, .Da _D .G—.MitrielLand R. M.
Miles.
Miss Kathleen Whitefield, Padu-
cah's sponsor, found jt impossible
fn attend and resigned the honor, to




Peary Wants Funds to Make His
Northern Trip.
Portland, Ore., May B.—Com-
mander Robert 'E. Peary, in a tele-
gram, has authorized the Beginning
of a collection by the school children
of Oregon to _make up the $6o,000
necessary for she starting of another
expedition to the north pole. May
22 will be designated as "Peary
iflay" and on that date each pupil will
be asked to contribute from one to
five cents each., ,It is eapeeted that
$5,0oo will be realized in thii state.
PUT SQUIRRELS i THE LAST LINK. LITERIALY COTT
32 U 14 IS 2: it 14 U 13 14 U
THEM TO PIECESIN THE TREE
JUDGE R. T. LIGHTFOOT WILL
TURN ABOUT FORTY
LOOSE.
He Believes This Will Be the Finish-
ing Touch in Improving Court
House Square.
••••••mmool...
'Not content with making the coun-
ty court house yard the prettiest spot
in iPaduoseh, Judge Lightfoot con-
tinues to carry on his commendable
work of. improving the place, and
stow his latest idea is to fill the trees
with aquirrels, which will lend a live-
ly woodland air to the surronundings,
as there are about twenty massive
Oak trees for the little fellows to
frolic in. The judge intends putting
about twenty pair of squirrels in the
trees, where many have lived hereto-
fore, and anybody having squirrels
to sell can find a ready market at the
court house. The judge has sent
word to his friends in the county to
have the owners of these little ani-
mals to come to him if they want to
dispose of them. With a year or tvaa
at mating, the squirrels can fill the
trees with a faintly of several hun-
dred of their kind,
At the expense of several thousand
dollars the judge has had the fourcain
fixed up, gold fish put in, conserett
walks laid, building painted, lawn put
in- excellent condition, and he believes
the squirrel, are about all left to
make the square an ideal spot.
HORSE OPENS SWITCH;
TWO KILLED IN WRECK.
Train. Derailed After Striling the
Animal, Cuts a House in
Two.
Kalamazoo, NI:ch., Nlay 1—Two
men were killed, two others injured
and a house was flit in two by a train
in this city today because a horse
opened a it ch. and paid for the
havoc it caused with its life.
The horse was a forlorn creature.
employed in pulling a city street
sweeper. It had just reached the Port-
age street crossing of the Lake Shore
railroad when it made up its mind
that it had been worked to the limn
of equine endurance and balked.
It stopped right in the-way of a fast'
freight train drawn by two heavy en-
gines. The first engine struck the
animal and hurled it against a switch
post, which broke and threw the
switch which led to •a spur.. The
second engine ran onto the spur track
and clear of the end, taking the whole
train with it.
F. S. Daniels' house stood near the
end of this track and the tam n ran
right through it, ctting off the dining
room and the kitchen from the re-
mainder of the structure, without in-
juring any oi the occupants. Then,
on the qther side, the engine turned




2. All field and company officers
now living are hereby reappointed to
the same po•itione, with same rank.
as held by them at the close of the
war, and are hereby directed to at
once notify every member of their old
commands to rtieee them in Richmond
May 30 and 31 and June I, 2 and 3.
and there get together at our general
.headquarters and organize their old
commands.,
3. Officers and members of this
torps are hereby notified to assemble
in the University College of Medi-
cine, Richmond, at to a. in. May .to.
and attend a business meeting of the
corps.
4. The -University College of Medi-
cine, Wehmenul, Va., has been as-
signed for the use of Forrest's Cav-
alry Corps during the entire Tennant
An office will be kept opio at alt
hours for the use of the members
as well as to give mot all needed in-
formation. Cots for the free lase of
the members will be put into many
of the rooms. All officers and mem-
bers are requested to call at the office
and register immediately upon their
arrival, and beautiful ssouvenir metal
badges, similar to those given out at
New Orleans and Memphis, will be rponetnent until they iseettred otheryen to those who have not hereto- •
fore received them. And member/sr'
tnesses.
The city is ?rapidly filling up. Wit-
nungss U Iti U U
(By Rev. Thomas di. Gregory.)
When it snaps—that last link—stlie
sensation that comes Over one is al-
most mortally depressing.
Was it not Campbell who wrote 
DOUBLE 'TRAGEDY IN NEW
YORK—TWO WOMEN THE.the "Last Man?" and is it not easy
(pr him whp hers the sanaPPrilif of 
VICTIMS.
the last link—ph( lot' link bisfding
itlin to earth—to fully appreciate just
how that "last man" felt? .
Away back yonder, fifty years ago,
maybe, strong but tenderly loving
hands took hold of you, a little lump
of red, frowning humanity, and a
New York, May 8.—Mrs, Mary
,
voce trembling with joy exclaimed, 
'Vito and her mother, Mrs.. Mari "A man child is born unto us. Let
ijaawere literally slashed baus rejoice!" . 1)3ire.ces'w.ith razors in their East Side-It was the hands, of are father how eatly • today. Giovanni Vitos,that so gently held icp, atui itawia I the busband of the younger womanifather'syour ' h Pr 1 . .d 1 is under arrest, charged with thathe happy news of your advent into
the women after' a quarrel which foi-
1 act Jt ii alleged that he killedthe strange old bitter-sweet That mem
call life,- .1— 4..•-••••'---̂ ".'''' """-- — - — -Pawed -their refusal to give hint:For years these hands pressed you money. Vito denies that be is guiky,
' and that voice crooned to you pati- his wife and mother-in-law,. 'were
dose to the heart that loved you, asayeaaa and stoutly nirdntains that
Mrs. Mary Veto and Her Mothrli,
Mrs. Manias Deigns*, Itputly
Murdered,
enly and softly—when you were fret-
ful and peevish.
You grew up to manhood, had trials
of your I wn to encounter, were forc-
ed to meet the battle and the breeze,
among other difficulties, found your-
self growing old—for the man of so
cannot be said to be young.
But the dear old father lived on,
a hale, hearty, happy old man, loving
you as tenderly and beautifully as
ever, and the love was returned, good
measure, shaken down and running
over, for your heart, though the heart
of a man' of 5o, was still tenderly
full of the old memories, and you
felt as warmly toward him as you
did when a little boy upon his knee.
And the dear old man sent for
you one day and told you that he was
going, and *he dear old withered
hands again took hold of yours, and
the old familiar voice, trembling now
with age, bade you "Good-by," and
your best friend was no more.
The last link was broken! Destny
had pushed herself out into the mist-
covered waters and left you standing
absolutely alone upon the shore. You
were the "last man," and under the
silent heaven you could only feel:
"flow lonesome!"
You may still have wife and friend
and comrade, "but no longer have
you a father. Never again will you
feel hands like those that half a cen-
tury ago held you up to your moth-
er's gaze. Nil more will there sound
for you a voice like that which in
ctheild.lsonegntraagnoce pirtocitolailnifie.d the man
And under the silent skies you
Plod along, roaming about for days, STOLEN LAND IS RETURNED.
maybe, in a "world not realized."
stamped and dumbfounded in think- Awakening of Public Conscience
ing of the "touch of the vanished
hand and the sound of the voice that
is still."
killed by two men who broke into 'the
house and with whom he fought.
Given Little Credence.
In support of his story, he exhibit-
ed to the polite a cut on one Whig
hands. which he, declares was inflict-
ed by one of the murderers. His
story is substantiated by hie 3-year-
old son. The police give the story
little credence, however, as Vito and
the child were the only persons in
the apartment when the police, who
had been informed that morder was
being done in the house, forced art
entrance. All the doors of the apart-
ment had been locked. Inside they
found Vito, folly dressed, alluding
in the center of the room. Blood
was everywhere, and on the floor
midway between the bed and a win-
dow lay the titles, body of :Ors. Vito,
her head nearly severed. The body
was freely slashed. A broken razor
Was found still sticking in one of tit*
wounts.
Covered With Wounds.
On the fire escape, just outside the
window, was found the body of Mrs.
Ttrignoli, practically covered with
wnsind s.
Under a bed in the Vito apartments
the police found a second blood-
<tained razor, and on a dressing ease
a razor which bore the imprints of
four blood-stained finer.. Vito i. a
barber, Tie bad not worked at hie
trade for several years, however, and
hi. fa.ner-in-law declared that in all
that :ime he has lived from the earn-
inge af his wife, %visa was employed in






Judge Fretemont Wood Gives No In-
dication as to His Decision in
Haywood Case.
Attention, Veterans of Forrest's
Cavalry.
ifeadinareers of Forrest:a Cavalry
Corps, Hicinnln, Ky., April 12,
1907.
T. By an article of our organization
every soldier of any. and all mane of
service who at any time...during the
war served under Gen. N. B. Forrest,
and remained true and faithful to the
cause unto the ena, is. entitled to
membership the
to Be Shown By Reatituti
Denver, Col, May ft —Thr igh the
instrumentality of official f the de-*
partment of justice her certain per-
sons in a state farth east have sur-
rendered to Assistadt United States
Attorney Generairch the patents
for and deedeCtsack to the govern-
MK fit voluntarily between Locio and
2000. acre* of valuable coal land. in
nearly too.000 had been offe-ed them
Routt;lotirsty, Colorado, for which
the probable value being two or three
ts s that amount.
This was done after careful consul-
tation by these persons with eminent
counsel and serves to indicate to the
government officials that there Is a
great awakening of the public con-
science in respect to lands acquired
irregularly in the west.
Waste of Scientific Thought.
Word comes from Paris that aBoise. Idaho, May &—As a pre- scientist over there has ap-invention
cautionary measure, street preaching that sill make a detaled record of a
or speaking will he stopped in Boise tratc.s thoughts. This is interesting,
during the trial, of William II. Hay- but it will never be popular. Pew
wood end the other leaders of the 
nien think thutigles that they would
Weatern Federatioin of Miners for 
care to resins a more especially if
taken unawares by prowler with a
the alleged murder of Frabla Stetmen. snapshot think recorder. Of course
berg. It is feaeed. that freedom of it might be posaiblc to train the mind
speech in the street may lead to lot-al to *it for a mental p'eture, as it were,
but there are few men who could
look pleasant whfie dlirntrit. No man
would feel safe as long as he thought
corrtinnes entirely quiet.
Cranks Peered 
it was in the neighborhood. No, the
Frenchman would do' humanity a
The occasional crank is the man much greater and far more satisfyingfeared rather than any concerted or service by perfecting. a new elgp open-
suddenly aroused general movement. re or an original cough eitre.—Cleve-
Police and detectives watch the rail- land Plain Dealer
and it the general belief that, tt,tej
roads and highways entering the city
Knicker—is Jones a judge ofwill be able at artiines to fully con-
horses) Bocker—Yes, but his de-
the 
 the situation. Behind them? irs I
cisions are generally reversed.miitia and two troops of United
Sate!, cavalry quartered at a promi-
nent post within the city limits.
Judge's Decision.
Judgct Preemont Wood has given
no indication *to either side as to
what his decision mar be in the mat-
ter of the bill of particulars asked for
by the defense and argued yesterday.
Should this motion be granted, there
will undoubtedly be considerable de-
lay in opening the case, as the defense
would, it is believed, ask for a post-
agitation for or against the prisoners
and possibly disorders. The city
Edgar W. !Whittemore
Real tstate Agency
Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken-




tucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Pa-'having 
Ignetavestuate Palm!. rn/Walestaenr:
them. By order of 
1 per men and magazine _writent
H. A. IYLER, Gen. Corn. 
i of them, have engaged houeesor fiat, Price List pre, to Everybody. Bend
CHAS. W. ANDERSON. 
' 
for several months in. Ole opinion that for it. Office Fraternity Building.
it will take three motithe to try theCol., Adjt. Gen. and Chief of Staff. ' 
el"‘, 

















































t NEW MODE OF BANK
TAXATION ASSESSMENTS
. -
COUNTY ATTORNEY DOES NOT THLNX FISCAL COURT HAS
RIGHT TO PAY ANYONE FOR ASSESSMENT, WITH EXCEP
TION OF THE COUNTY ASSESSOR — COMMITTEE WILL
RECOMMEND THAT NEW COUNTY JAIL BE PLACED IN
BASEMENT OF COURT HOUSE BUIL,D1NG.
County A ttotney !Oben Barlole.y
will lay before Judge Reed of the cir-
sicounty, attorney to see if the assessor
the appeal. the attorney tool,c/from !should be paid four cents for the
the fiscal court's action of T esday, first $r,000,000 or otherwise. His bill
icounty is all right and proper but it it un-
whether it is to be allowed on
million.
alit court within the next few d
.ti ..1 lc.ii.1 ,..ti, .t
S.
in allowing $loe out of t
treasury to County C do Hiram
Smedley for asseasin he banks of
this city for connj tax purposes.
The county attorsy claims the fiscal
court has no rikl to make the allow.
once and an have Judge Reed to
atter.pass onZ 
During/ear, ye preceding 1906 the
Mate rd of equalization always
asserted the banks of this city for
aotte tax purposes, and then cent a
list of the valuations fixed on the
financial institution to the county
clerk, who entered these figures up on
the booles from which county taxes
were collected, the county thereby
fixing the assessment at the same fig-
ures adopted by the state The first
of two the Mate legislature passed a
law letting' the state board of equali-
zation asteas bank^ for state taxes
and the county assessor himself as-
sessed the banks for county taxation,
the bankas furnishing to the connty
astiessor dtrplicates of figures riven
The state body fixing the valuations.
John Hughes, the county assessor
until Jannary, tgo5, assessed all prop-
trty during Koos for 1906 taxes. This
new law going into effect during Feb-
ruary. 11)06. and the new assessor,
Wee Trout man, did not have to besen
fixing property valuations until last
September for the tam taxes There
being 'nobody to make the hank as-
sessment for tto6 taxes. County
'Clerk Smedley entered it up on the
hoe** and the fiscal court allowed
him $ton for its but the county attor-
ney thinks he should receive nothing
and appeals to Judge Reed. In yes-
terday morning's paper, containing an
account of the fiscal court meeting
Tuesday, it was published that the
'county cleric Was allowed this money
I for assessing property overlooked by
the assessor. but this wait erroneous
as the present asseasor could not be-
▪ n assessing property until last Sep-
tember, while the old assessor had
none out of office, and this left it up
to the cleric to fix the valitatioese on
*se torica for. two taxes for county.
Under the new law County As-
sessor Troutman last September as-




Good cigars are not all im-
ported.
'mitigated. cigars are not all
good.









t In hie bill of $357.77, which was




Pursuant to instructions given by
the fiscal court to him and the com-
mittee named, Judge Lightfoot yes-
terday said they had already taken up
investigation of the question of build-
ing a new county jail, and it was
mime than. probable they would
recommend to the court to put it in
the basement underneath the county
court house, where an u-to-date one
can be built for-$78.000.
.His idea is to raise the first -floor
of the coint house hallway up to a
level with the floor inside the offices
on each side the hall, the office Boors
being three feet higher than the hell.
Then dig out three feet of the earth
underneath the floors and this would
give a basement ten feet from floor
to ceiling. He wants a concrete floor
on top of 'a two inch steel rheeting-
that will prevent a prisoner digging
hie way out. He also wants this steel
Meeting to ego ins tle walls of the
basement and concrete put around
inside, and also the sheeting in a con-
crete ceiling. This would make it im-
possible for anyone to break out.
There will be tag single cells in the
center of the basement, a ten foot
walkway between the circular tier of
celti and windows to he cult opening
front basement to yard. The kitchen
can be in the basement and air shaft
carry the odor arising from the cook-
ing up through the building to roof.
Plans calling for a jail of this kind
show it can be constructed for Via
000. while $3,0po can be gotten for the
old jail and bniiding, that bringing
the total CAit of the new one clown
to Sit.00n it being large enough to
accommodate the demands for ten or
fifteen years, while the old one can
now house only fifty prisoners.
The committee will recommend to
the fiscal court next month that the
new jail be placed in the court house
basement and built this year, not
waiting until tooR.
•
LAYS YELLOW PERIL GHOST.
Jap Minister Explains Terms of New
Treaty With Finance.
Paris. May R.—M. Kttritin. the Jar-
,auese minister here, says today that
the Franco-Japanese• understanding
now being negotiated, besides striatan-
teeinv rfie reipective possessions iof
the contracting parties. includes. A
clause guaranteeing. the independence
and integrity of China. He, added..
"Profit the-French, Japanese and Chi-
,1
nese points of view, therefore, it is
pnrely Conservative and pacific."
The Thinlater expreased the hope
Mat, thitt compact would "lay forever
the ghost of o‘e ''l'o'.• peril! WIWI
Jatomeu ambitions.'" M. Knroni
said the convention ptobably would
be signed in Paris in the course of a
month and would be made public, as
neither party had anything to con-
teal.
GRANITOID SIDEWALKS
Granitoid sidewalics are the only
aitlealeplks. If: yott wish to have any
of thist kintt of work &Int call up
tier telephone; No An old line, and
let . tut figure with you.,
GEO. WEIXEL.; Contractor.
. /as South Fourth St.
..
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Mr. M. -S. Ross and Miss Dixie
Thomas of Dover„, Tenn., have return-
ed home after visiting the former's
son, Hon. J. S. Ross, the attorney,
of North Fifth street.
Attorney Joseph Grogan went to
St. Louis last night on business.
Colonel Victor Van de Male will
return today from a drumming trip to
Tennesseee.
Mr. Victor H. Thomas yesterday
returned from 'Princeton.
Mrs. M. D. Campbell, of South
Sixth, yesterday returned front visit-
ing in VVIingo.
'Mrs. M. D. Gracey, of Oakland,
Cal,. has gone home after visiting
her sister, Mrs. William Marble.
'Afrs. Frank Ferriman has returned
from St. Louis, where she has been
confuted with illness for many weeks.
Mr. Isaac Beese, of Memphis, is in
the city. •
'Me. William Hendrick went to Lou-
isville yesterday. 44#
Judge William Marble was in Ed-
dyville yeMenlay attending court.
Mr. rvin Atkins and wife, of
Cliftoo, Tenn., yesterday returned
ho!pe after visiting Mr, Nick Yopp's
family.
arr. NiCid Yopp and daughter, Miss
Elizabeth, have gone to New Orleans
to visit.
Mr. James Campbell, Jr., returned
last evening from St. Louis, where he
accompanied his sister, Miss Jean-
nette Campbell, who went to Mexico
City to visit her sister.
Mr. Vaughan Dabney is here from
'Mississippi spending a few days with
his parents, Dr. and Mrs. A. S. Dab-
ney.
Mr. H. P. Hawkins, Sr., has gone
to Los Angeles, Cal., to visit his son
and daughrter, Mr. Edward Hawkins
and Mrs. Weightman Smith.
Miss Nell Barry. of North Sixth,
has returned front San Antonio, Tex.,
City of Mexico and 'New Orleans,
where She visited.
Miss Grace Jones, of the county, is
spending a week with her sister, Mrs
Green Dale. at the New Richmond
Mr. William Pippin, of South Thir-
teenth, is 'visiting his mother, Mrs.
Etta Pippin, of Woodville.
-Mrs. Mary Boswell and grand-
daughter, Inez Ayres. are visiting
Mrs. P. W. Mott, of Fulton.
Mrs. Lawrence Albritton went to
Mayfield yesterday.
iMiss Cornelia Johnson has returned
from voitinsa in Macon, Ga.
FAKE ARREST COSTS $i,ocio.
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The .steamer_ Clyde got away for
the Tennessee river yesterday and
remains up that stream until next
Monday night..
The Buttorff came in from Clarks-
ville yeaterday,and departed at once
for Nashville.
The Dick Fowler 'eparts for Cairo
at 8 o'clock Ohs morning and come
baek tonight about 9 o'clock.
The John S. Hopkins comes in to-
day from Evansville and gets out at
otae on her return that way.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river tonight and
stays here until five o'clock Satur-
day before departing on her return
that way.
The Georgia Lee gets here today
bound up for Cincinnati from Mem-
phis.
The Peters Lee left Cincinnati yes-
terday and gets here Sunday on her
way to Memphis.
The City of Salon() went up yester-
day morning bound for the Tennes-
see river from St. Louis.
The Henrietta got out for the Ten-
nessee river yesterday after ties.
Tte ferryboat Bettie Owen has re-
sunned business after laying up a
week for repairs.
The Charles Turner got away for
the Cumberland river yesterday after
ties.




Loudon, May 8.—The ban of the
lord chancellor on "The Mikado,"
Gilbert and Sullivan's comic opera,
which has been the cause of such ad-
verse comment, has not been raised,
and Mrs. IYOyley Carte has decided
to take off the opera. The lord chan-
cellor had been requested by an ama-
teur dramatic society to state the
Wisconsin Company Loses Personal portions of the opera to which he had
made objections as being offensive 65Damage Suit to Woman. the Japanese ruler, but this he de-
clined to do. Mrs. Carte was served
New Richmond, Wis., May 6.—A yesterday with formal notice to cease
clecisioa of great interest in St. Croix tbt prodettion of the opera.
county was handed down this week
by the supreme court at Madison,
when ii decided the famous damage
suit tgainst the Apple River Power
company. a corporation operating
water power electrical plants on the
Apple river.
It was the case of ?ties. Julia King,
of Somerset, this county, against the
company, and Dr. F. W. Epley, its
Wisconsin officer. Mrs. King sued for
$5,000 damages for alleged false ar-
rest. She was charged with having
cut down one of the company's poles
at Somerset, while it was later proved
that her son, who was arrested with
her, really cut down the pole.
Mrs. King was discharged in justice
court and then started her suit for
damages. The case was tried before
Judge Helms, the circuit judge, and
a special verdict was submitte to the
jury by the court, This special ver-
dict was returned with all the ques-
tion.; answered, awarding the woman




Several Indicted By Federal Grand
Jury for Granting Rebates.
New York, May'R—Federal grand
jury, which ha, been investigating
rebates, yesterday indicted the Chi-
cago. Rock Island and Pacific Rail-
way company, Chicago, Milwaukee
and St Paul Railway company, New
York, Ontario and Western Railway
company on charges of granting re-
bates to the American Sugar Refining
company.
11MED...DEGREE MURDER._
Springfield,,Mo., May 8.—The jury
in the casiof Garland Moore, who
stabbed Clara West to death because
she jilted him, returned a verdict yes-
terday, finding him guilty of murder
in the second degree and fixing his




Significant Reply of Posse Who
-Went After Black for Assaulting
White Girl.
Atlanta, Ga., May 8—A Crinthtal as-
sault was attempted Monday by a
negro supposed to be Lamphold Car-
michael on the 12-year-0l4 daughter
of John Sawyer, a Marion county
farmer. Her iather hearing the cries
of his child ran to her rescue in time
to prevent the accomplishment of the
crime and soon enough to identify the
negro. who ran. A posse was organ-
ized immediately and chased the
negro into a swamp. Returning, the
pursuers re marked s:gnificantly that
the negro will not be seen again.
BULLETS FIRED
FROM AMBUSH.
Negro Officer Killed and Two White
Men Wounded at Beaumont.
•Beatimout, Tex.. May 8.—As a re-
sult at tao attempts at assassination
from ambush at Orange Last night
one man was killed and two seriously
wounded. The dead man is Major
Figrklia a hegro officer, who was
fired on by unknown parties as he
was leaving a negro saloon. He was
shot five times; • II the bullets enter-
ing his body and producing instant
death. It is thought that the shoot-
ing was done by negroes and several
arrests were made. ••
Billy Hudson of Orange and C. F.
Woodfin of Center, Tex., were on the
seat of .1 cab that was loaded with
.RCaide riding in the outskirts of town
when they were fired on, the shot
coming from a Winchester.. Tlie
bullet passed thrteigh the fleshy part
of Woodfin'a back and entered the
arm of }Nelson. It is thought that
this was done by negroes andprompt-
ed out of a spirit of revenge against
Hudson who kille1 a negro in Orange
about a year ago.
att att 74 33
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# NEWS IN BRIEF.
sz u it it ti
—Deputy Sheriff Gus Rogers is
able to be out after,a week's confine-
ment with sickness at his home on
Nort la Fourth.
—Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hill of 1123
_Peterson have anew boy baby.
—The high school ball club playa
the Culley team tomorrow afternoon
at Wallace park grounds.
—Mr. and Mrs. A. J. 'Bamberg. of
504 South Ninth have a new boy
baby.
--The high school students will
have a 'reading at their opening exer-
cise this morning from Miss Anna
Webb.
—The Paducah Independent base
ball club goes to Princeton Sunday
to play that city's team.
IFIS. WM. THAW
ITORTgAg
PUTS A PLASTER OF $100,000 ON
HER RESIDENCE NEAR
PITTSBURG.
Fact Had Been Carefully Guarded by
the Officials of the Rec-
ord Office.
Pittsburg, Pa., May 8.—Lynhurst,
the pretentious home of Mrs. Wil-
liam Thaw, in the east end, has been
mortgaged for $too,oesa, according to
the rLeader tonight. The mortgage
was secured sometime ago, but the
record has been hidden, according to
this newspaper.
Information concerning the docu-
ment did not become public until to-
day. The interest charged is 5 per
cent. and the mortgage is held by the
Fidelity Title and Trust company. 'It
will mature in three years. The pa-
per was drawn in New York on
March 7, 1907, and witnessed by Clif-
ford W. Hartridge, Harry Thaw's
counsel, and John P. Meager, a no-
tary.
Extraordinary efforts were made to
keep the mortgage a secret. The in-
cident, following so closely upon the
suppression of the marriage license to
Miss Ellen Terry, the actress, on
March 22, which was not known un-
til this week, caused much adverse
comment on the conduct of the rec-
ord office in the Allegheny court
house and a movement is on foot
among the legal fraternity for an in-
vestigation.
LEGALLY HANGED, BUT LIVES
Murderer Revives in Coffin and is
Hidden By Relatives.
Fort Worth. Tex., May 8.—Reports
received here from trTinmen and ne-
gro passengers state that John Arm-
strong, the negro hanged at Colum-
bus, Tex., Friday, April 19, for wife
murder, revived after being placed in
the coffin and when delivered to his
brother at Sealy for burial was given
medical attention. It is declared that
Arms:rotor is now living and that
friends and relatives are keeping the
matter quiet, fearing the state will
hang him again. The fact that he
was pronounced dead at the hanging
renders the state powerless to act
further,
"How wdo you think stolen kisses
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Springfield, Ill., May 8.—The house
had a good laugh today when Mr.
Robinson developed into a humorist
and offered an amennient to the auto-
mobile bill. While it was on its sec,
on reading by the clerk, the amend-
ments were offered with roars of
laughter. Following are the most
startling kections offered by Mr. Rob.
inson:
"Section 5. Spied on country roads
will be limited to ten miles an hous
until the tourist sees a bailiff who
does not appear to have had a drink
in thirty days, when the motorN
shall be permitted to make all the
speed he cart.
"Section 7. In case the autoist
hears afarmer returning from towirf
hears a farmer uttering whoops and
bouncing his end gate in such a man-
ner that it can -be heard a mile dis-
tant, the machine shall be turned and
sent over the back track at full speed
until the,driver passes a house where
a bare armed lady carrying a club is
'hanging on the front gate, lookini
down the road.
"Section 8. When a• wagon is
slhfed ahead the autoist will stop.
his chine a half mile distant, ap-
proach with cigars, bottle and a white
flag, and in case the Man on the seat
remains cold, the autoist will signal
the driver, who shall approach with a
hand-painted mirror for the wife and
toys for the children; and in event
that none of these avail, the autoist
shall return to the machine and start
ahead at full speed and tilt, kill as
many of the contents of the wagon
as is consistent with the horse power
of his machine."
WO LONGER TO BE
"BULLY-RAGGED.".
Mayor Falls Out With His Church
on Account of Baseball.
Marion, 0., May 8.-Mayor Louis
Scherff ysterday resigned as onetbf
the trustees of the Epworth Ma E.
church. His resignation is due to the
fact that Frank Zack, a member of
the church, at the behest of the rain-
iaterial association filed 'affidavits
against ten players of the Marion.
0., team who played ball Sunday.
The mayor claims he has been "busily -
ragged" long enough by the church
element Which takes the credit for
electing hint on a reform ticket.
"I shall remain a Methodist, but I
do not wish to serve in the official
board in view of the present situa-
tion." said Mayor Scherff yesterday.
Reading Standard
Bicycles and Motor Cycles
FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO'S.
Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Windmills, etc.
CATALOGUES AND PRICES GIVEN UPON REQUEST.
S. E. MITCHELL
OLD PHONE 481-a NEW 743 326-2,8 S. 3rd SL
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement Agent for Waitehall and  Agati!, Cement
4616) KING OF10EMENT"
H. M. C-MNNINGHANI









Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
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ST. LOUIS 8z TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET CO.
.1••••••••••••M•
The cheapest and best excur-
sion out of Paducah.
$8.00
for the round trip to Tennessee
River and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boat leaves each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
,;or other information apply to
JAMES KOGER, Supt.





Continuous Passage, $4.00; Unlimited
Ticket, $5.00, Meals and Berth
Included.
Round Trip to Cairo,
..-ty of five or over, $t ,_ each, with-
out meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, G. P. A., or
GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass-
eng-er Agent. Phone 33.
H. T. RIVERS, M. D.
Office, 419 Broadway.
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.





Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms r, 2, 3 and 4, Registe; Bad-
ing. 523 1-2 Broadway.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law.
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Bldg.
533 1-2 Broadway, New Phone 490:
Old Phone 1487 R.
Specialties: Abstracting of Ti-
tles, Insurance, Corporation






, OLIVER, OLIVER &
M'GREGOR, •
Lawyers,
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
of Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone rte. Old Phone 484R




BY CHARLES W. STEVENSON.
0, stately -iver flowing free,
And faithful as the speeding hour;
Dont thou but seek the lonely sea,
To lose thy quickening powers
In windless deeps where shipwrecks lid
And only dark and death draw nigh?
Dont thou flow on heedless of fate,
As aimless force amid a world
Where never will on will doth wait
And wishes vain are huriegi
Against the hills of chance that loom
Along horizons black with doom?
What is thy message unto man,
A brief sojourner by thy side,
Thy mission in the mystic plan
That hal.h too oft denied
Ambition's high and holy worth,
And love, that would Blume the earth?
l
About ,thy banks in days long past
Great nations rose and ruled and fell,
Their grandeur now is overcast
And broken marbles tell
The dreams of all who came and west,
The story of man's slow ascent.
Past thrones of dust and temples lone.
And graves of unremembered dead.
Thy waters make their ancient moan
O'er futile glorlea fled
From haunts where wild beasts make thell
lair
And all is mute save gaunt despair.
Nay, more than this thy lesson shows.
To man who bears his burdens grave.
And, upward looking, swift outgrows i
The passions of s. slave— •
t"1Still, still, thy majesty inspires
The conscious soul that duty fires!
With patience true thy crystal tides
Sweep round the selfish city's wall
Through fruitful valleys where abides
Fair nature's beauteous thrall,
Where toil, that fights with time and rata,
Builds high the strong imperial state.
Past verdured hills, through sunny meads.
Content to, find the easier way,
Thou teachest, 'mid the warring creeds
That mar our matchless day.
How more than all love brings us peaca.
And gentle service glad increase.
For where thy water* 11.1111 the land
Rich harvests glow, fond homes arise,
rho labor of the willing hand
Man's want and need defies.
Ana mighty thought assumes its reign
O'er doubt and death, o'er grief and pain.
0, silver river flowing free.
The mountain dews feed thy pure heart,
The singing brooks would bide with thm.
And earth-storms dwell apart,
For in thy liberal life resides
The strength that In submission hide".
The green flags that beside thee gro•
Receive thy tender touch and
E'en as the kindnesses we show •
Do nourish and forgive,
And as sweet freedom brings mart shed% •
So wealth and culture spring
All day thy living waters flow
Serenely down to meet the tia. -
Past deserts where no daisies hi 11V.
Or chafing mountain side- 'S
And still thy mission does not fail—
To greet somewhere an ocean sail.
-
And art thou Mum Ilk* hero-life.
That doeth good where'er it toils..44
A quiet force 'mid human strife V;
That nothing stays or foils, •
That moveth on the day to crown.
When, dying, it shall wear renown?
Night after night through darkness deele
Unchanged is thy eternal way,
While stars upon thy bosom sleep
As harbingers of day;
And roving winds waft odors sweet
O'er paths where joy and sorrow meet.
Art thou not, then, an emblem true
Of one infinite purpose here—
Where man so much of man doth
Where falls the bitter tear—
A purpose vastly good and free
'Mid the divine great mystery I
And, as at morn and eve the sun
Paints thy still wave with rose and gt4414
gri, yet proud wisdom has begun
Or princely love Is cold,
Doth not a blessing from on high
Fall soft on those who constant try!
0, stately river flowing tree.
As slow and sure thy waters gild ,j,Z
What matters it to you or me, di 0
Where swells the rising tido,
It In the arms of love at last 1
All effort and all care are cart!
What matters if we do not know
The way of life. the end of death.
The means by which the sou; shall VOW
ii(1111Khow to larger breath,
If somewhere heaven shall joy install.
And all good head God's loving call?
Behold' above yon !Tonne wave
Tke rosy mists of morning glow, .•
And o'er this noiseless ocean grain
The storm's mad legions go'-- 4 C
Soon, soon, within the bending blue
risat clouds of pure and pearly doer,
And In, afar, on mountain home,
A tiny drop to earth descends, tea
Full soon a swelling flood to roam la
While yet the rainbow bends-- isli
And thirsty valleys, dreaming, walk ;AI
To lure the lusty stream elate! ;61'
So life, exhaling, shall return
To fairer fields, to nobler ways,
And hope and trust again shall burl'
Over calmer, sunaler days:
And, purified by God's design,
Man shall take up his course divine;
And Art sha:1 have a softer hand;
And toil shall lead tO sweeter rest;
And duty greater good demand;
And thought more fear divest;
And faith, like incense, shall arise •
To vaster sweep through clearer skis&
-Kansas City Star.
Time Lost by Spectacle Wearers.
Dr. Abraham Huntsinger, the pie.
neer professional man and veterrin
tostician of this county, has just given
out a table relative to the time lost by
persons wearing glasses, says a Mish-
awaka correspondent of the Indianan.
oils News. He says it's mostly time
wasted and costly time to some. Dr.
Huntsinger bases his figures on the
study of mankind for years. He says
the people woo wear spectacles remore
them and put, them on again at least
five times a day, and figures that 20
seconds are required for each such Op-
*ration The man or woman who car-
ries glasses for a period t 3 year'
(the period being placed low by the
doctor) will lose 31 days of eight hours
Mich as a result of the habit to take
off and replace eye glasses.
Anti-See-Sick Brink.
The self-leveling bunk for the prie
vention of sea-sickness, which bas been
experimented on for some time on on*
of the Dover-Calais boats, has been
(Mind so successful that it is
to install it on ell the steamers of the
•
TITLES CHEAP IN EUROPE.
An Instance Illustrative of the Read-
iness with Which They Are
Accorded.
-The martial spirit that Pervade.
Europe makes the average civilian very
much of a nonentity as he journeyi
about the gay capitals across the we.
ter," remarked Henry Stern, accord,
lug to the San Francisco Chronicle.
"Which leads up to the advice that.
if you want to attract attention when
you go to Europe, you want to have a
military title attached to your name.
The fact was forcibly impressed on
my mind while I was on a European
tour some time back. The clerk at
the Grand hotel in Paris remarked to
me that two distinguished officers from
my city had been spending some time
at the hotel a little while before. I
was curious to see who they were, se
we looked back over the register for
their names. We found thorn with.
out much trouble. The first to greet
my gaze was written down in this
fashion:
"Cal. M. H. Hecht, San Francisco,
(XL, U. S. A.'
"Further down on the page," Inter-
rupted the clerk, "you will notion the
name of Gen. Bale."
"There, in a bold hand, was in.
scribed 'Jacob Sal:, Gen. Moe., Bea
Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.
"What actually happened was this,
as I subsequentty learned. Bab, who
Is well known as the owner of a ble
tannery at Benicia, arrived at the ho.
tel, and, noticing Col. Hecht's name
and title on the register, decided that
be needed a title himself. Bo he wrote
after his name what he thought was
proper abbreviation for 'general mar
ehandise.' It worked beautifully. Due
tug his stay at the hotel he was no
spectfully addressed as `Gen. Selz."
THE MOUSE IN THE AUTO.
Description of a Trap That Gives the
Captive a Bide After It Is
Caught
Now It is an automobile mousetrap.
It is made of perforated tin and hae
three wheels. The wheel In front is
several inches in diameter and resem-
bles the wheel in a squirrel cage,
says the New York Sun.
When the mouse has entered the
trap and taken the bait, thus closing
the door behind him, a little passage
leads him to the big wheel in front
Here an ingenious arrangement allows
him to get In but prevents his getting
out of the big wheel once he has en-
tered.
In his efforts to escape the mouse
sets the big wheel to whirling. This
rests on the floor and acts like the
driving wheel of a locomotive. In •
minute the mouse is spinning about
the Boor.
Just why It should be thought ad-
visable to give the mouse an auto-
mobile ride after be is caught the
mousetrap Sealer doesn't know. What
is more to the point with him is that
the little novelty has attracted a good
deal of attention and hence sales have
been frequent.
WATERSPOUT IN THE ALPS.
Startling Phenomenon Recently Wit-
nessed in One of the Moon-
tan Lakes.
The rare spectacle of a waterspOut
on one of the Swiss lakes was wit-
nessed and fortunately photographed,
on the afternoon of June 19 last. The
phenomenon appeared at a little after
four o'clock, in the middle of the Lake
of Zug, which lies at the foot of the
Rigi. Observers at Fentenegg saw a
vaporous cone ferm in the lower pao
of the clouds hanging over the lake,
while at the same time the water di-
rectly beneath began to wrinkle In a
peculiar manner. Then a foam tr g
basin, with high, whirling walls pi
water, some 30 feet in diameter.
formed in the center of the lake. A
huge jet of water leaped upward
while the cloudy cone descended from
above until a funnel was formed con-
necting the lake with th-1 clouds. I he
height of the funnel was estimated ai
from 4.00 to 5,000 feet. The entire
phenomenon traveled southeastward
with a high wind, and iastei about 24
minutes.
Rivers Under Deserts.
The dmiert places are flowing with
rivers. The great Sahara, to the soirb
of Alger:a. is deriving grea benefits as
the ()Meow.: of a. governstept _Irriga-
tion mission. -ehich has been 1ntruste i
with the task of boring for water at
considerable depths In many part,
abundant springs have teen met whica
rise to"the surface lord enable cultiva-___ :ca land which has long beet
waste. Some of the borings may reach
a depth of from 1.654) feet to close upon
2,000 feet. Already It is Poselb1P in
certain of the palm groves in the oases
to get double the water formerly avail.
able.
"Balaklava" Bugles.
Bugles that "sounded the charge of
the Light Brigade at Baliklava" are
as common in England as the original
cherry trees that George Warhington
did not cut down are in America. Now
Lord Tredegar, who was one of the
600, says the charge was not sounded;
that the troopers were among the guns
before anyone thought Of a bugle
order.
Harmless.
"I learned a smattering of ever',
thing in college," said she.
"Don't' you think that was a bad
idea?" some ono asked.
-444LuatA..1....aidn't get enough of
attytalp:., to -t1.4.14. iu Or becoming e
rf•al gocel, I.oubeioeper."—Detroit Frye
thaanthoriaed OA.
Wrioasi•—I understand that the pc
at Boomtown are anxious to have you
take charge of their new church?
Popular Preacher—Y-e-s, them has
been some talk about it, but I'm not go-
ing.
"Don't you think the Lord is calling
you to this new field?"
"Oh, no. If He were, He would put It
la their hearts to offer me a bigger sal-
arY."—N. Y. Weekly.
Clergyman's Luck.
Jukse—Who was the best man at
the wedding?
Jenkins—Well. I'm not sure. The
bride's father got all the bills to pay,
the bridegroom had buy diamond
brooches for the bridesmaids, the
guests had to give handeolne presents;
upon my word. I think the best man
was the clergyman—he was the only
one who made anything out of
Bits.
His First Intimation.
"How did you find out that you could
draw?" inquired the admirer of the cele-
brated illustrator.
"By the marks I received in school
for the excellence and fidelity of my
work," replied the eminent one. "My
work was a caricature of my beloved
teacher on the blackboard and the marks
came from the teacher's cane."—Cleve-
Land Plain Dealer.
NOT JUST HIS IDEA.
• •••
vs •





He—It will have to be love in a co*
tags.
She—Oh! Charles, a cottage at New-
port?—Philadelphla Press. 
AnotherElopement
There was a maid in our tows.
She was a cashier in a store;
Away she ran with all the cask
As cashiers have done before.
But never for a moment did
This maiden think 'twat; wronip
For when she with the cola slowed
She took the boas along.
—Chicago News
WO4S of • Social Lion.
"Why wasn't Bluffer at the ball?"
"Couldn't get his evening clothes."
"Didn't the tailor send them La
time?"
"No, the trouble was that the cloth-
ing store man had rented 'em to a.
other fellow."--Cleveland Leader.
To Be Exact.
"What's the matter with Mc.Soshr
"He fell down and broke the viaduct
of his nose."
"You mean the bridge?"
"Well. I think viaduct is the better
word. No water ever passes under it,
you know."—Cleveland Leader.
  ---
Sick of His bargain.
She—He had a long - sickness, you
say?
He—Yes, and has since, married the
nurse.
"What is the restrit?"
"Oh. he's sicker now than he was
before?"—Yonkers Statesman.
A Companion.
"He reminds me of a postage stamp
that you've carried in your pocket too
long." 6
"As how?'
"He's so badly stuck on himself that




"I wonder if Bliegins will make the
race for sheriff again"
"He's been telling everybody that to
hold the oMce is a personal sarrifice
for him"
"That settles it. He's In the fight
fee keops."—Chleago Sun.
Prank.
"Do you ever accept retainers from
,railroads or other corporations?" in-
outred the friend.
"Well, yes," replied Senator Smooth-
ens,. "and occasionally, when the ease
warrants, I even demand them."—CIII-
raga Sue-
Nothing to Come Between Them.
''Somehow," coned she. "we seem
nearer to-night than we ever have be-
fore."
"Yes." replied he "I





"What do you consider the most pleas-
ant month in the year?"
"I haven't any preference," said the
discontented man. "Bills come due in ail
of them just about the same."—Weelt-
Ington Star.
Now It Was Done.
"Did I understand von to say your
bons* was robbed by daylight" asked
the detective.
"No," answered the victim. "It was
robbed by skylIght."—Chicago News.
That's What Hi Did.
-What in the world do you do with ii
your money, my ion?"





We have a fine line of Marble, Granite and Stone Monu-
ments which show the best of workmanship and high de-
gree of artistic conception. Our smallest and lowest priced
Monuments have an air of distinction.
Parties desirous to beautify their lots should inspect our
line of curbing and monuments in
•
WHITEtBLEACHING STONE
Remember we hays the largest, best and most distinctive
line in the Purchase. 310 South Tlird St.
•
Modern Home Plumbing.
Orli ,i kilt 1_1
All of our plumbing con-
tracts are executed by the best
skilled mechanics, under our personal sup-
ervision, and no detail, no matter how
unimportant it may seem, escapes our atten-
tion. We use the famous "Amber
Porcelain Enameled Plumbing Fixtures,
which are the best made. By placing
your work with us, you are assured of the
best material and workmanship obtainable.
Let us quote you prices. Se
'tkiztsc




GO TO THE ESTABLISHED FIRM
SOLONI ON
e& Popular Priced Tailor
We carry no stock over—all this season's goods. Come and
look them over yourself. I employ the best coat and pants mak-
ers. I guarantee all my suits. No fit, no money. All the latest
cloths in woolens, etc. Full line of beautiful trimmings to match.
Always to be found at
113 South Third Street. Phone 10164
-
A BARGAIN
New 5 Room House; Easy Terms
Telephone 765
Or Call at 318 South 6th Street
1 1
• ....
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.0K SALE BY
"& Diamond Stamp Works
523 BROADWAY
GLOBE BANK &.. TRVT CO.
Capital stock  $100,000
Sung= $34,000
interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
W, ROBERTSON, Prem. N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.

































Account Spring meeting Jockey
• Club, $6.95 roundtrip, May 6th,
returning May 7th; 8.95 round
trip May 4th, good returning
June 9th; May 5-11-18-22-25 and
?9, June 1-5 and 8th, limit twi
bays.
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
Mystic Shrine and German Bap.
di Brethren, April 25th to May
28th; round trip $6o.5o, limit
July 31st.
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
April 19th tc;Novmber 3oth-rs
days-$23.75. Coach excursions
on special dates-4'8.0o every
Tuesday, limit to days:
4 MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE.
May 7th-Special excursion
ileaves Paducah Union Depot
gi:57 a. in.. Round trip $2.00,
Good returning special train leav-




, Agent City Ticket Office.
Fifth and Broadway.
R. M. Prather
••••• • Agent Union Depot.
ALBEN W. BARK LEY,
Attorney-at-Law.




Office, 112 1-2 South Fifth.
Old Phone, Office, 175.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)
&fice 306 Broadway, Phone 120.
esidtence, 1110 Broadway, Phone 149
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers Street
Telephone 377.
Paducah, : : Kentucky.




;VERNON BLYTHE, M. D.,
10fIloe 525 1-2 Broadway.





Will practice in all courts of
Kentucky.
P. Farley, M. D. C.
°Pi R. P. Fisher, M. D. C.PARLEY & FISHER,
irciltrinatesr Sus-goons. and Dentists.ec and lioqpital, aaty South Third
St., Paducah, Ky.
pid Phone 1345. New phone 3ST.
Residence, old phone 1816.
1 IL /OPTS
11 Dealer in High-Grade
'T Pianos -Zia Organs
622 2140astway
one 113-r Paducah, Ky
Public Ophtion. !FRENCHMAN'S
She-People say you are marrying
me for my money.
He (hotly)-The miserable slander-
ers! I'll sue them in a court of later
I won't stand it! I'll horsewhip 'eml
She-But, my dear, all that will
make talk, and it will get into the
newspapers besides.
He-I don't care; I won't be lied
about that way.
She-You needn't be, my darling
I'll make over my share to my broth.
era and sisters, and let everybody
know it.
He-Um-er--never mind. Whe
ewes what people say? I don't.-N,
Y. Weekly.
Ne of Haste.
On _my way iu the village the othei
eveniiie I met a married friend run-
ning homewards at top speed with I
curlews looking parcel, which he car-
ried very gingerly.
"Halloo., Jim!" I said, "why this
hurry?"
He did not stop, but shouted as he
MD:
"New hat for the wife, Will. Run-
ning home before it's out of fashion."
-Tit-Bits.
Art, with a Big "A."
Overheard Outside the Picture
Show. She-We must get a cata
catalogue, dear.
He (thinking of the shilling)-
What's the use of that!
She-Why, we shan't know what




she? They say she is going to marry
again.
Charles-I shouldn't like to be •
widow's second husband.
"Well, I'd rather be a widow's Iwo
ond husband than her test, yos
know."-Cassell's.
Inspired Him.
He-The minister 'gave a stirring
address on the extravagance of sows
women.
She-Yes; and there sat his wife
right in the the front pew, with a
new three-guinea hat on.-Cassell's.
A Glad Fey-ling, Too.




Parishioner-That makes on4 all
Minister-Well, do you think I die
It for noth!ng7-sTit-BiUt.
Must Do That.
Mee Subbubs-My new neighbor is
great borrower.
Mrs. Citinean-And dues she nevet
return anything?
Mrs. Subbubs-Only my visits..Chi.
cage Sun.
Necessary.
Artist-You'd be surprised if yet
knew the amount of time spent us
that picture.
Friend-Yes; I bear that people
stand In front of it for hours trying to
make out what it is -Cassels.
Medical Methods.
Young Doctor-It would be all right
to charge him 00 if my diagnosis had
been correct, but It wasn't.
Ole Doctor-Ah, then charge him
1100 - Judge.
Formidable.
Of- Asia we have little fear,
Rut when Matilda carom
We feel that we give with us here
The worst of seller perils
—Washington mar.
IPOZCZ OF HABIT.
Fuller Trouble-How did yer first
come ter be a tramp?
Fuller Woe-Well, yer see, I had et
automobile. an' I bad ter walk home
so often dat I got used to it.-Phila-
male • Bulletin.
Frigid Folks.
"Did you go to Nordy's 'louse warm-
lag?"
"how was It".
"As a house warming it was a failure,
Too many Boston people there."-Che
cago Sun.
Conscientious.
.Young Wife-What's the trouble?
Why do you sit on the edge of the
chair?
Husband-Well. dear. you know we
are buying it on the Installment plan,
and that's all I feel entitled to.-Life.
The Cheapest Contributions.
"I have nothing but praise for out
new minister."
"So I noticed when the plate eared
round."--Tit-Bits.
Esteemed.
A.-So you married in baste and re.
pented at leisure?
IL-No: I. married at leisure sad se•
INOPC_Olt1001-41illeldrib
LOVE-LETTER
example of the Ardent Epistles
Written by the Sighing
Swain.
Frenchmen are generally held to be
-I cannot say perfect lovers, as Mr.
Sutro understands them-but skillful
lovers, writes M. Tessier, in the Lon.
don Daily Mall.
Now, everybody knows that letters
PIK' a great part in lovemaking, and
that more than one woman has been
captivated by the poeticeand romantic
writing of the sass she loved.
An amorous Frenchman, writing ti
Suzanne, for instanoe, will begin MS
letter with "Ma petite Suzanne cherie,"
or "Ma mignonne adoree," "Mon petit
chat" (cat here has not the same sense
as the English "cat"), or "My sugary
Suzanne." Rat, poulet (chicken),
canard (duck), but never "goose," are
the pet names usually employed.
At the ehd of his letter, in which he
has sworn to love her and be faithful
to her forever, or has threatened to
commit suicide by drieking a mortal
mixture of peppermint and water, the
amorous Frenchman will "embrace"
Suzanne "with all the strength of
his soul," or "devour her with kisses,"
sr send her "a thousand caresses from
her wicked X—," and poor Suzanne
will immediately answer and yield, be-
cause she will be afraid of being the
muse of a suicide, and, above all, be-
cause she finds that after all he is
a nice fellow.
Ah, if we were allowed to have a
to, into the letters addressed "poste
ress.snte" in Paris, we should be edi-
fied, as without exaggeration six out
of ten letters sent to all the post of-
flees in the gay city are' love mes-
sages.
It is extraordinary how many kisses
the postmen carry! It is a kind of
modern torture of Tantalus for them.
In France, where breach-of-promise
cases are almost unknown, people
have not the same opportunities of
amusing themselves over love mis-
sives read In court and printed is
the newspapers, at often happens here
But a compensation may be found in
the "Petite Correspondence" of cer-
tale French journals.
The lines printed there are some'.
times extraordinary, and it is easy to
divine what exciting love adventures
or passionate dramas lurk behind
these public love communications.
This example will prove that. I do
not exaggerate. The following lines
appeared in a Parisian paper, and I
translate them literally:
"I suffer too much. I adore 'you, and
I cannot think you lo've another man.
Your letter gave me confidence In our
future happiness. I am mad! I shall
Wye you forever! If you are happy,
forget me; but I shall always be yours
if you are in trouble. Despairing kiss
from yo-er slave, X."
HONOR OF THE CHOCTAWS
Whole Nation Is Shocked by a Breach
of Faith on the Part
of One.
The Choctaw Indians term them-
selves a nation rather than tribe, and
just now the nation feels deeply dis-
tressed by the fact that one of its
members has broken faith. He had
made a promise and failed to keep it.
Because of this the nation deems itself
dishonored.
The Choctaws are red men. In the
lofty character of their code and the
rigid adherence to its unwritten prove
sions they rise above any body of
white men in the world. The Choctaw
gives his spoken pledge and no bond
Is asked. If charged with crime ot
under conviction, he goes his way until
the appointee time, and then he comes
unsought and unattended to face trial
or death. That such should be his cell-
duct is accepted by his fellows as were
matter of course.
A few years ago Walla Tenaka, a
full-blood Choctaw, by profession a ball
player, was found guilty of murder and
sentenced to be shot. Between the day
of sentence and the day of sixes:ellen
Intervened the baseball sella00. The
doomed prisoner was turned loose
without any formality of bail, Instruct-
ed when to return and be executed.
He played ball as if no unusual con-
dition existed and upon the arrival of
the fatal day was on hand and faced
the rifles without flinching. The inci-
dent was considered remarkable by all
but the Choctaws Themselves. Ac-
cording to their lights no other out-
come was possible.
The Choctaw whose faithlessness has
hurt the pride of his people is charged
with homicide tied he had been re.
leased on his own recognizance. There
was no doubt that he would return for
trial, but he failed to return and later
was captured and brought back. He
can expect little sympathy from the
Indiana, for he has shattered a tradi-
tion dear to them.
Is it possible that the Choctaw is
becoming too civilized? If be is to be
regarded in the future as no more hon-
est than the paleface, the change must
be deplored. When a white man is
charged with serious offense he must
remain in prison Or give substantial
ball. For him to give this arid then
vanish, not to show himself again, is
no uncommon procedure. To trust a
white murderer at large on the the-
ory that he would voluntarily walk is
execution wow a be a piece of folly.
The Indian, stoical, untaught In any
academic school of conduct, lacking
the advantage of generations trained
in morals, yet can glee a lesson to
those who should be his superiors.
Bad News.
First Hobo-En's a nice so!




Kr. SUbbubs-What's the mange;
Where's the new servant girl?
Mrs. Subbubs-Oh, George, it was all
misunderstanding. I told her she
had better dust this morning, and the
first thing I knew she had dusted.-
Philadelphia Press.
Experience Warned Him.
Mrs. Nuwed (in alarm)-John, dear,
you're very pale. What can be the mat-
ter with you?
Mr. Nuwed (feebly)--Oh, nothing,
darling. I thought that was a new cook-
book you were reading.-Judge.
FEARFUL NUISANCE.
First Johnnie--Tbe acoustic proper
ties of this house are very good, don't
you think?
Second •Johnnie-No, I think they are
bes.atly rotten. I could hardly hear my-
self speak in our own box, and I had to
positively strain my ears to beer what
they were saying in the next onel
A Desirable Dad.
The stork one day
Had lost its way.
Was tired and full of rancor
And asked the child
That at it smiled
Where it would like to anchor.
The kid was wise.
As you'll surmise,
Arid murmured to the tartlet
"Just take me down
To New York town




Be"This cheese Is fullotfteloles," com-
plained the prospective purchaser.
-Yes, sir," said the proprietor.
"That's right."
"Haven't you got one with the boles
full of cheese"-Chicago Sun.
Why She Hesitated.
"Can you net see by looking in my
eyes what is in my heart? Then why
do you hesitate?"
"I can read what you've got in your
heart, but I can't read what you've gut
in the bank."-Houston Post.
No Need in Her Case.
Notary-You acknowledge, madam,
that the signing of this paper is your
own voluntary act, and without coat-
pul-
Mrs. Meekun (hastily interrupting)-
I do.-Chicago Tribune.
Probably Not
Mobberly-is your picture going to
be hung?
Dobberly-I eion't know. I heard $
member of the committee say that
banging was too good for IL-Cleve.
land Leader.
Claimed an Alibi.
"Why do folks say that the first year
of married life is the most unbuppyr
queried Mrs. Henpeck.




"Thought y on said that auto
sold me was a 20-horsepower?"
"So it is."
"Well, it isn't; the first horse I ran
over put it out of business."-Houstut
Daily Post
Self-Denial.
yus ever make leyteeneetal sewn
Ace?" asked the visiting parson.
"Yes, indeed." replied Mrs. De Style
"I once declined to be interviewed by a
society reporter." -Chicago Dahl
News.
Not a Stickler.
Willie-In what month were yos
born, Miss Runnaboute?
Miss Runnaboute-It makes no di(
ference, dear boy-the appropriat.
stone is • diamond.-Puck.
Silly Questions.
"Is false eyes always made av glass
I Cunno?"
"Av course they are, ye fool. Ms
Ilse cud a man see through them
Cleveland Leader.
Various Excuses for Being Late.
Mrs. Hoyle-The paper says that
there is a short-story famine.
Mrs. Doyle--Don't you believe it. St)
husband has a new one to offer every
ulght. -Judge.
How Could He Tell?'
"Do you believe that contentmeut La
better than riches?"
"I don't know; never having had sn
riches, I have never been content."-
Houston Poet_
Unpleasant Sea Trip.
Church-What sort of a trip did you
have going to Europe?
Gotham-Horrible; there were three
Ithrenograblis on the ship-You ken
Statesman.
 See%
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG THINGS"
The Isennies, Nickels, Dims_ and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A 1110
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. . CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
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j E. COUL,SON,
..,P LIMING
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phonc 133. 220 N. Third
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ACCIDUNI INSURANCt
Abram L Weil & Co
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance Co.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST IN WORLD




Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Paducah, we
you 711Ve placed copies of the directories of the cities named below in the room
mg Register office at 523 Broadway, where the public is invited to call
ihen desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES. CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF. THE UNITIOS
STATES. - -
List of Directories on File
ALLEMIENY CITY, PA.
Al 1 ANTA. GA.
sALTIMORE. MD.
tiOSTON, MASS.










-'ii tfl.uIO SPRINGS, COLO.
COVINGTON, KY.
DAYTON, 0.
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"Tito paper tens tit a town Whir', i CARON- • DIRECTORY COMPANYelilld Is born every live minutes?" . . . A
"They ought to give Mtn a rest and .
let him have a chance` to grow up."- . 
-
Register Office, .2..3 BroadwayAAA".. . :, 1
t •




YOUR AUTOMOBILE MASTER MECHANIC
Is not complete without a IS TRANSFERRED
KODAK
Call and see the new 1937 models.
Cheaper, more compact and easier to




Agent for Eastman Kodaks and Huy-
ler's Candies.
tt 33 33 3: 3: :3 tit 33 et uuttuuu u
a POPULAR WANTS. 1:
u et la 33 VI la tit t: 13 13 et 33 13 11 it
FINE PASTURE, abundant clear
water, 5 miles of city. Phone 911-ti.
WANTED—Second-hand sewing
machine. Address R. F. D. No, 2,
box 48, Paducah, Ky.
Call on Mrs. Eugene Wilson for
fashionable dressmaking at 726 Jef-
ferson street Old 'Phone 1205.
For Rent.
Cottage for rent, three blocks from
P. 0, $8 per month. Apply at 441
South Sixth street.
Bargains in second-hand upright
pianos, some nearly new, cash or Pay-
ments. 'Phone 10.41a. W. T. Miller
& Bro.
LOST—Diamond and pearl brooch,
between Red Men's hall and loth and
Trimble. Reward if returned to the
Register.
. WANTED FOR U.. S. .ARMY—
Able-boded unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35, citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
FOR SALE—Written bids will be
received at the mayor's office up until
zaao o'clock Thursday, May 9th, at
the nity hall for the old city hospital
on South Fifth street. Bidders will
state how much they will pay cash,
with balance on time bearing interest.
The city reserves the right to reject
any and all bids.
D. A. YEISER, Mayor.
WEALTH IN SUNKEN LOGS





beds of many Michigan streams verit-
able gold mines in their wealth of
sunken logs, little is being done at
present in the way of recovering this
"dead-head' timber and putting it to
com,mercial use. This is due to ad-
verse court decisions which have held
that the sunken logs belong to the
owners Of the river banks and not to
the lumbermen who lost the timber.
A number of companies have been
organized to conduct submarine log-
ging operations, but as it is neces-
sary now to come to some agreement
with farmers and other possessors of
riparian rights the plans of the pro-
moters have been seriously deranged.
However, with pine lumber too per
cent higher than a decade ago, there
is believed to be much money in the
reciivery of these -dead heads," and
It is likely that before tlic elapse of a
great interval of time advantage will
be takcn of the opportunity offered.
Tt is estimated that there are fully
100,000.000 feet of timber lying on the
bottom of Saginaw river and its tribu-
taries. For twenty-five years there
streams carried big drives of logs
each spring, and during that period
more than twelve thousand million
feet of logs were rafted out. There
are large quatities of sunken logs in
the Muskespon, Rifle: An Sable and
Au Gros rivers which it would un-
doubtedly pay well to recover, and
the same is true of the Menominee
and its tributaries in the tipper penin-
sula.
It has long been the custom in mak-
ing deals in Canada to specify that
the price shall not include logs that
have sunk below the surface of rivers
or lak%ys. The recovery of such tim-
ber hai been one of the inalienable
Privileges of the Indians living along
those waters. and for years they have
been paid the fixed price of $1 for
each log foinitl.
How valuable this timber is may
be gathered from the statement made
by an American lumberman that by
neglecting to ineert-'such a privilege
in a contract entered into with a
Canadian concern his coempany lost
about $8orxio. .
Mod beat carpets are not clean.
We liave a mach'ne Phone 121.
MR. R. J. TURNBULL GOES TO
MEMPHIS'; R. E. FULMER
SUCCEEDS HIM.
Pay Car Will Arrive One Week From
Today to Give Men Their
Money—Railroad News.
Master Mechanic R. J. Turnbull,
of the Illinois Central railroad shops,
will be transferred May to to be mas-
ter mechanic of the roads machine
shops at Memphis, where he goes
toincrrrow/ His family be moved
there next month. The notice of
his transfer was rece';vcd and given
out yesterdaly.
Mr. Turnbu'l is an exceedingly
popular,, railroad official who came
here four years ago from Chicago
to be the master mechanic, suceed-
ing Mr.,T. F. Barton, who was trans-
ferred to the shops at Bui-nside cross-
ing. The many friencks here of Mr.
Turnbull regret to see him leave but
congratulate hint on the promotion.
He will be succeeded here by Mr.
R. E. Fulmer, who has been general
foreman of the shops for three years
and is an excellent man who thor-
oughly understands the business. It
is not yet known who will take the
genral foremanship.
One week front today the Illinois
Central pay car arrives with the
month's wages for the men. •
Mx. Clarence Knowles returned
yesterday to Chicago after spending
a day or two here. He is the assis-
tant superintendent of the water sup-
ply for the entire Illinois Central
system now.
An excursion train came yesterday
from Memphis. and departed hound




ROBERT M'GEE, COLORED, ACI-
-CUSED OF BREAKING INTO
SALOON.
Lieutenant Potter Took Ill Suddenly
and Was Relieved by Sergeant—
Police Business.
Robert McGee, colored, was locked
in jail yesterday by Officers Hessian
and Jones on the charge of breaking
into the building formerly occupied
by Saloonist C. E. Blacknall, of 204
South Ninth street, and stealing some
whisky, brandy, cigars ond other
goods. Blacknall was closed up and
his goods legally taken charge of by
the Cook Brewing company that had
a several hundred dollar claim against
Blaoknall: The brewery people locked
the saloon doors and intended dis-
posing of the goods. The transom
was taken from above the door and
place entered by the thief, who got
much goods. It is claimed that Mc-
Gee was seen in possession of some
of the stock.
Breech of Ordinance.
Sanitary Inspector J. M. Moller
had a warrant issued against the
Kentucky Iron and Steel company, of
Ninth and Harrison streets, ehaaging
the proprietors with refusing to have
carted away an unhealtby and loud-
smelling pile of manure in the yard.
Connection, Stolen.
Mrs. Grief. wo owns some vacant
houses at Fourth and Tennessee
streets, reported to the officers yes-
terday that some one had entered the
places and sullen the water and toilet
connections and piping.
Lieutenant Taken III.
I.ieutenant Thomas Potter, of the
night force, was taken ill last evening
about S o'clock and had to go home
and to beil. He is suffering from an
ENGINES, BOILERS AND PUMPS
Structural Iron for buildings; Machinery and Boilers Re-
paired; Mill and Steamboat Supplies; Heavy Steam Hammer
Forgings; New Work Our Specialty; Second Hand Machinery
Bought and Sold. Agents for Machinery and Gas Engines.
Works Salesroom and Office First and Kentucky avenue.






Railroad Tracks Submerged and Low
Lands Flooded—Bridges Are
Washed Away.
Jackson, May B.—A cyclone passed
4ofer the southern portion of Madi-
son county early Tuesday morning
doing much damage. Trees were up-
rooted, buildings were unroofed and
many of them otherwise injured. The
lownc of Medon and Pinson suffered
most and it is somewhat remarkable
that this wais the second cyclone in
the vicinity of these two towns
within the space of ten days. The
course of the wined was from the
northwest and was followed by ex-
cessive rain.
At Medon the end of the new
school house was blown out entail-
ing a damage of $620.
It unroofed the house of J. T. Jones
and did con.sider'able damage to his
barn, and at the farm of W. T.
Teague, a tenant house occupied by
a negro wane blown down. A cot
was blown from under the negro and
he was left unhurt.
The barn of A. R. Martin was
blown down and wrecked. A mule
WRA penned up by timbers in the
midst of the wreck, but was unin-
jos-ed. Two other buildings were
blown down on the same farm.
On the farin of J. D. Moody three
or four houses were blown down. A
large barn was blown front its foun-
dation and the end torn out of it. the
building belonging to the Sv.ink
Brothers, Much valuable timber was
destroyed on the farm of S. D. Me-
In the Pinson coimunnity great
damage was done to buildings, fences
and timber.
Budweiser, king of bottled beers,
In family size cases of two dozen
bottles to the case, delivered to any
parf of the city on short notice. An-
heuser-Busch Brewing Association
Branch; both phones t ta. Y. H.
Steffen. manager. •
attack of fever. Sergeant Emile
Gourieux relieved the ailing official
and took charge of the night men.
Drunk Again.
E. Ladd, the fisherman, was arrest-
ed early this morning by Officers
Brennan and Shelby, who found him
down about the river very drunk.
TREES This is the first time he has been ar-
rested for quite a while. He is a
brother of John Ladd, the fisherman,
who is such a familiar character in
the police court.
Wanted at Blythevine.
J. W. Panky was arrested by Offi-
cers Johnson and Cross yesterday and
is being held by the police awaiting
officers from Blytheville, Ark., where
it is clajprd he passed a $35 worth-
ies, ,11ck on the bank, where bank
business was done by his uncle who
had the same initials of the young
fellow.
Panky triedto get Chief James Col-
lins to cash a draft on the Blythe-
vile bank last January, but the chief
wired to that city and found the
young fellow had no money on de-
posit. He is 27 years of age.
I.
FRENCH STEAMER
' IS WRECKED AND
zoo LIVES LOST.
Buenos, Ayres, May ft—A dispatch
from Montevideo, published here to-
day, announces that the French trans-
port - maritime steamer Poitou, from
Marseilles. April 6, for this port, has
been ssecked off the coast of Uru-
guay. One hundred of her passengers








Turn them insid e out—every little
detail shows the hand of the Master
Toiler. No hurried work—no skimp-
ing—nothing slighted. That is why
they fit so perfectly and hold their
shape so much better than any other.
When you spend your money for
Clothes, you certainly want
The Best Possible
Value For It
Some Men imagine they can do as
well at one store as at another. A
great mistake!
_
Look through other stores, if you
will, and you'll find you can do bet-
ter here, because our Clothes look
better, fit better and are better.
We take an honest p pride in our Clothing, and you











may be sure that we won't let you have






TO WI M. O'BRYAN
(Continued from Page One.)
of other Kentucky cities have simi-
lar—oiginizations. What does- it all
mean?
It means primarily that those cities
cshich has thrown off the yoke of the
whisky and beer trusts and those
which will eventually. do so, intend
to organize and wield hereafter a
more powerful influence in the affairs
of this commonwealth than have the
liquor interests, the chief head and
organized representative of the law-
less class in Kentucky, for the past
quarter of a century.
Recognizing the value of an organ-
ization ststewide in its scope, the
ninety-nine counties now rescued
from their suprernest enemy, have
sounded the bugle call to arms, and
ask the forces of law and order
throughout Kentucky to rally to their
common standard and enlist in a war
that will be waged wherever a con-
flict arises between the forces of law
lessness and good government.
"What Can Officials Dor
What can or will officers do if pub
lac sentiment is not crystallized at their
backs.? Circuit judges need this
moral backing as well as do our po-
licemen.
You ask: "Has Owensboro any
need of a law and order league or
any other organization to tell her
officials their duty and drive them
to its performance?" Thus you would
repel all suggeStions or aid from in-
corruptible citizens, who, I presume,
placed you where you are, whilst
other officers like myself, realizing
often the importance of individual,
unaided effort, would welcome the
irresistible power of organized public
sentiment. Judge Frank Peak, of the'
Henry circuit court, in today's Cour
rier-Journal, in au item right along-
side yours, 'called especial attention ,
to the local-option laws and urged ;
citizens of the town to assist the jury
in every way possible and aid the
court in punishing any who violate
ina•hwat,t. been declared to be the
Which will the good people of Da.
viess Worse—the vkw of Maybr
O'Bryan an% that ot Judge Peak?
Verily, the Muni, of Daviese, which
lately went dry, thank God, and all
the neighboring ;aunties are in, need
of several law and order leagues to
secure to their defenseless law-abid-
ing citiziens victory, when on the
sante day the county seat, Owensboro,
voted wet.
And now, Mayor O'Bryan. I wish
to say that I have watched your
course as mayor with admiration un-
til you threw your influence at your
late election on the side of the brew-
eries, distilleries and barrooms and all
their train of evils. I do not expect
such advocates of these destructive
agenc'es to approve the call issued for
a "Convention of Friends of law and
()Her." The invitation was inadver-
tently mailsd to you. Among all the
citizens and officers. of high and low
degree, irrespectivs e




only patriot in the bunch. RespectI ully
CLA-RENCE E. W001)S. Mayor.
The Exposition Habit.
Expositions, like the circus, threat-
en to go on forever. Seattle will fol-
low Jamestown. Baltimore threatena-/—to pull off the banner exposition ia
1914 and New Eugland talks of cele-
brating similarly the tereentary of.
Plymouth rock in 4 QJO. When pres-
ent and future shows are added to
those of the past and the accounts
,cast up on it is safe to predict that
the Omaha exposition will loom
above all as a financial and artistic
tritimph.—Omaha Bee.
NEW REAL ESTATE AGENCY. •
Mr. J. L. Perryman has opened an
office for the real estate and inset.
ance business in room No. ti6 Fra-
ternity building. Old phone 484-1,
new phone 114, and will he pleased to
}carve his friends call and see him or
telephone him and list their property
with him see ton before they
Only.
For the most improved method of
carpet cleaning, phone tat. ot
WHAT OUR
GUARANTEE MEANS
When you buy a Fountain Iten from us you can give it a thorough
trial, test it in every way, find out if the point suits you, see how
perfectly it feeds, see that it does not leak or overflow, in fact.
you are to be your own judge as to whether or not you have ex-
actly the pen you want. If it does not suit you in every particu-
lar, return it and GET YOUR MONEY.
We have a fine line, all kinds of points, from $1.00 to $5.00.
• 
.E1 Book db,D. E. Wilson Music Man
At Harlootw's Department, Store
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